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Legacy:The Digital Future -Value Packed

In today's marketplace, we know finding an innovative solutions at a reasonable

price is difficult. But at Harris's Pacific Research and Design Center, our engineers

refused to compromise on any of their goals for Legacy. It had to
:

have everything: looks, intelligence, robustness and affordability. So they Legacy
developed new design concepts and manufacturing technologies that

combine the finest quality components with incredible styling and functionality -

all at a very attractive price. Which means you get unparalleled ease of use, quick

and easy format changes, low cost of ownership and legendary Harris reliability.

Contact your Harris representative for the rest of the story.

www broadcast.harris.com 1.800.622.0022
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Currents
FCC Amends EAS Rules, Includes Amber Info

The February Report and Order adds FIPS codes and extends the
window to forward an RMT.

Streaming Will Cost You
Most broadcasters feel that the Copyright Office's fees will kill Internet
Radio completely.

CEA Supports FM IBOC
The Consumer Electronics Association filed comments with the FCC
endorsing the NRSC's conclusion on FM IBOC.

Denon and Marantz to Merge
D&M Holdings will become the new parent company, but the two
product lines will remain independent.

PPM Trials add more stations
Six more stations begin encoding the Arbiton Portable People Meter
signal to take part in the upcoming tests in Philadelphia.

NAB Protests XM Patent
XM Satellite Radio patents a technology for insertion of information
through the local repeaters.The move catches the NAB by surprise.

RDA Systems Completes NBC in LA
Twelve studios for five stations have been completed in Los Angeles.

Wireready to Offer Free Newsroom System
Software will be free to customers purchasing Salesready software.

Site Features
NAB2002 FASTtrack for Your PDA

www.beradio.com

Download the exclusive BE Radio FASTtrack and exhibitors
listing for your Palm OS PDA.

EAS Equipment Info
Look for the latest update information from EAS manufacturers
following the February Report and Order.

Measurecast Internet Radio Ratings
The wekly Measurecast results are posted here where you can
easily find them.

Currents Online Weekly E -Mail

Ileal
Sign up now to receive the top radio technology headlines in
your mailbox every Monday morning.

Links to Manufacturers
Looking to contact one of the advertisers in BE Radio? A
complete list of phone numbers and Web addresses are under
the link for Free Info from Advertisers.

Ir.

OiM011 OM

View an
online

product
demo

whenever
you see

this logo.

www.beradio.com
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Viewpoint

Who will buy?

s IBOC gets closer to being a reality, radio
stations avtarting to see the light ahead.
This light it, not just the promise of an

Alirproved service, but also the realization
that nothing Otte is free.

Ibiquity from the start, has been a technol-
ogy developer with a goal of licensing its
technology when it is used. Developing the
technology to transmit digital radio is no
small feat, and it has already taken 10 years to
get us to where we are now During this time,
Ibiquity and it predecessors, USA Digital Ra-
dio and Lucent Digital Radio, were working
on the entire system. It was not simply writing

some code and passing it on for others
to figure out the implementation and
use. lbiquity has been acting as a re-
search and development arm for trans-
mittermanufacturersand receiverman-
ufacturers. In this capacity, there are
costs to be covered. Ibiquity has dec id-
ed that everyone involved will share
these costs.

This is not appealing to any one
segment. Broadcasters would rather
have the transmitter and receiver
manufacturers pay for it. As it is, trans-
mitter manufacturers are paying a
licensing fee, which will be passed

through to the broadcaster anyway, so it
doesn't really matter where the fee is as-
sessed. Radio stations will pay no matter
what. lbiquity has kept the amount of man-
ufacturer's fees under wraps. Some of the
cost is for the development of the technol-
ogy.There is also an ongoing cost for each
unit manufactured.

In previous issues, BERadio reported that
stations can expect to pay for new hard-
ware starting at about $30,000. For some
stations, it will cost significantly more. In
addition, licensing fees will added. The
question is,"how much will it cost?"

The licensing fee is based on the current
FCC regulatory feesThese FCC fees are based
on the type of service (AM or FM) and the
population that a stations serves. The fees
range from $250 to $4,550. lbiquity wants to

charge you 15 times the FCC fee for a one-time licensing
payment-a license payment range of $3,750 to $68,250.

If a lump sum payment is not possible, lbiquity is also
offering a 10 -year payment plan, which is evaluated at 2.8
times the FCC regulatory fee every year for 10 years. This
results in a payment of $700 to $12,740 everyyear fora grand
total payment of $7,000 to $127,400.1t is cheaper to pay it all
at once. Because each station is signing a contract, there may
be opportunities for other payment plans to be made.

Non-commercial FM stations, while exempt from FCC
regulatory fees, are not exempt from the lbiquity licensing
fee.These stations will pay based on the minimum rate for
FM stations of $250.Thisyields a licensing fee of $3,750 one
time or an annual fee of $1,260 over 10 years.

The fees don't end there. Any station revenue from data
services will also be subject to a royalty. Right now this
stands at three percent of the revenue.This amount will be
calculated quarterly by the station and continue in perpe-
tuity.An option exists in the current contract to discuss this
for the long term, so it may change in the future.

It has been expected that there would be costs involved
in licensing the Ibiquity technology.This is not really a new
concept. Now that the initial market roll -out efforts have
begun, this point has moved into the spotlight and many
broadcasters are not happy about it.

In the end, this isyet another financial obstacle for IBOC.
I have heard the demonstrations and I am impressed with
the audio quality it provides. Like you, I am not the average
listenerWill a listener realize the improvements of the new
system? Not initially and maybe not in the long term.Will
stations voluntarily pay the costs to upgrade their systems
and cover the royalties? Without an FCC mandate to
implement the service-which I don't see happening-I
don't think many stations will.The marketing engine must
convince the listeners that this is what they need.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cscherer@primediabusiness.com

Chriss will moderate the session called Why Buying
Now Will Save You Later on Monday April 8 at
10:30 a.m. at NAB2002. See the session guide at the
showr the location.

Send comments to: E-mail: beradio@primediabusiness.corn
Fax: 913-967-1905

8 April 2002 www.beradio.com



What do you get when you cross
a Matrix with a HotLine?

The BlueBox:

The audio quality
of the Matrix
at a fraction
of the price.
Now shipping -
order yours today!
15 kHz on a single POTS (Plain Old Tele3hoie Service) line for S 2 800 !
Want to save even iiore $$$? Buy a HotLine for just S1995 while they last!

See us al NAB, Booth #L2643.
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Contract Enuineering

The challenge of systems integration
By Mark Krieger, CBT

ike so many other facets of the broadcast
industry, the role of the contract engineer
continues to evolve around technological

ment. One has only to look back 20
so to recall a time when computers

of any type were likely to be found only in
a radio station's sales or business depart-
ments. In those days, technical upgrades to
the broadcast facility were likely to appear
as a new piece of equipment that wassimply

inttgration at tilt hartiware level as the first step.

plugged in to an outlet and wired into the
audio chain using XLR audio connectors or
barrier strips.Today's realities are different.
Now the issue is not so much where to put
the new box, but how to best integrate the
new"solutiorOlnstead of pondering simple
questions like balanced or unbalanced au-
dio and remote control requirements, engi-
neers now face multiple issues when intro-
ducing new types of digital audio systems
into the broadcast environment.

There are three major areas of concern
when it comes to integrating new hardware/
software platforms into an existing facility

The first is connectivityat the hardware level. Most studio and
production tools are available with both digital and analog
I/O, but interfacing them is sometimes problematic. While
AES and SPDIF digital inputs are more or less the standard
interchange, consumer -oriented equipment with optical
interfaces is also encountered.The picture gets even more
complicated when considering sample rates. Existing AES
equipment usually employs 48kHz, while CD players most
commonly employ 44.11d-lz.lf you're connecting everything
through a digital console with selectable input types and
sample rates, great.Yet the equipment or the desired config-
uration often doesn't allow for this, and where dissimilar
digital I/Os meet, interface and sample -rate converters are
required. Because the cost of these black boxes adds up and
sample -rate conversions are to be avoided whenever pos-
sible, you need to pay close attention from the start. Switching
of inputs, outputs and studios may also require digital
routers and a master reference (synch) clock.

Cross connectivity
Achieving connectivity at the network level can also be

a challenge. For example, many popular PC- and Mac -
based production packages can communicate at the
network level, but careful attention must be paid to what
network topologies are in use. Some older equipment was
designed around thin Ethemet, while 10baseTand 100baseT
later became popular, though economics frequently dic-
tate that systems of these differing vintages must be adapted
to communicate with one another.Likewise,many popular
on -air digital delivery systems claim to be compatible with
existing traffic and accounting systems -but beware: If more
than one vendor is involved, getting this to work in practice
is seldom as easy at it sounds. If your IT skills are not quite
up to snuff, you may need some help sorting out cost-
effective ways of tying various platforms together.

The final factors in this equation are the digital storage
mediums and sound file topologies themselves.While CD
burners have made direct audio archiving easy and
inexpensive, it has to be done at 44.1kHz and in compli-
ance with "orange book" standards. More often then not,
however, it is necessary to store complex production
projects, news actualities, and even music, as mass -stored
data. Asa result, the engineer has to deal with the complex
issue of sound file interchangeability. Unfortunately, the
PC world is still stuck with the nebulous WAV format,with
its variable word length and sample rates. Further compli-
cations arise from the potpourri of compression algo-
rithms currently in use, a factor that sometimes results in
their haphazard overlap.So far, we've only mentioned the
inside of the studio facility, but digital STL and transmis-
sion chains are also considerations, particularly in re-
spect to sampling rate. Ditto for remote broadcasts and

10 April 2002 www.beradio.com



Rhapsody
in Blue.

Digital Core
Routing System

Scalable Up to
4,096 Channels

Digital & Analog
24 Bit 1/0

Mix Multiple
Inputs to

Any Output

IFBTalk to
Remotes

Integrated
Intercom
Functions

32KD

See us at NAB.
Booth #1714.

Introdudng the new 32KD
Dgital Audio Network from
Sierra Automated Systems.

This modular, digital-corc
routing system processes
more audio, routes more
signals, and provides more
user control than any
other system in its class.

Routing, mixing, signal
processing, IFB, mix -minus,
and more, run simulta-
neously without conflict.
Al this functionality is
readily accessible via PC, mixing boards,
cy- dedicated control panels. And the
performance? Like music to your ears.

For more details about the impressive
capabilities of the 32KD, give us a call
Or visit our web site.

SAS. Doing more for radio. Again.

SAS

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

818-840-6749
sasaudio.con



Contract Engineering

feeds, including satellite and codecs, which
all employ some form of digital compres-
sion.The situation is greatly exacerbated
by the reliance on LANs, WANs, and the
Internet by broadcasters, which some-
times results in digital sound files being
copied (and converted) dozens of times.

Unfortunately, a lack of sophistication
and awareness regarding the negative side

effects of compression overlay and file/sample rate con-
version is prevalent in the radio industry, and sometimes
results in an inferior on -air product.Thus, it ultimately falls
to the engineer to see that the quality, productivity and
flexibility of any new system are optimally balanced.
This can be done in three phases. First, you must be

proactive in understanding your client's needs and expec-
tations before the selection and purchase of new hardware
and software. Don't be afraid to speak up if you realize that
another product or approach will better accomplish a
specific task.This requires fully educating yourself about

the systems in consideration as well as the
mission of those expected to use them.

Second, take the time to thoroughly read
and understand the nuances of the system
or application before you install it. Because
time is money and today's broadcast hard-
ware and software are complex, this is an
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-Digital Signal Generator

st.com

(888) 232-3268

r.1

roadcast Electronics
as developed a new
BOC signal generator
at eliminates the need
r a second exciter in
any IBOC FM upgrades.

Introducing the FS: KA
Installed along with our new
0=7)1C16151 cligit al FM exciter,

everything you need to
run common amplifier
IBOC digital is combined
and sent to the transmitter.

No costly external
combiners, no filters,
no second exciter or
generator. You save
money and time with
less gear and fewer
headaches.

You can also use the
FS/M3 to convert your
AM station. Just connect
to the input of most any
solid state AM transmitter
and you're ready to
broadcast in digital.

For more information on the new

1=S1147 IBOC generator contact your

Broadcast Electronics representative.

02 The BE emblem is a registered trademarl. of Broadcast Electronics Inc. 1E0302

Differences in protocols, topologies and
data formats all must be considered when
mixing various systems.

area where one may be tempted to cut
corners. Often, the documentation sup-
plied lacks the detail necessary to achieve
the best results, and thus requires addition-
al research on your part Nonetheless,it's an
essential step.

Finally, put together a training plan that
not only trains key personnel as users, but
also increases their ability to make deci-
sions that will enhance, not degrade, the
final product.

The role of today's contract engineer has
indeed changed.Even so,we can effective-
ly deal with the challenges accompanying
that evolution by embracing a compre-
hensive approach to system integration.

Krieger, BE Radio's consultant on contract
engineering, is based in Cleveland and can
be reached at mkrieger@drfast.net.

12 April 2002 www.beradio.com



'The best choice"
Ron and Beth Fruit of WRCO wrote us a
letter about BSI's digital automation

October 9,2001

When WRCO Radio
made the

decision to go digital. cur
choice was BSI.

Dear BSI,

I was really impressed
and still am with your "try it before you buy it"

philosophy.
I became familiar with the softvvare

in the demonstration

mode and was convinced it was the best choice
for us before I ever wrote

the check. After purchase,
we were up and running in no time at all. I

think it is clear that the BSI team has a strong grasp on what broadcasters

want and
need. I also appreciate

the BSI philosophy
that allows so much

flexibility in hardware,
although I have learned that foliowing BSI

recommendations
is a very very good ideaI

When we
announced the

change to digital at \NRCO, several staff

members were skeptical.
Today, the

comment often
is, "how did we ever

get along
before?" or "I sure wish we would have

done this even sooner."

We really appreciate
the flexibility

of BSI digital automation
products. Our

FM is live assist while
the AM carries a satellite

format. BSI products

handle both
tasks very well. When

our farm network
started offering

mp3

downloads, we
were able to route the material across

our network and

take full advantage
of the opportunity

in every stud.o,
thanks to BSI.

Similarly. as we have implemented
change here at WRCO.

BSI products

have easily made
the change

with us. With BSI. I feel like I control the

station and the software.
not the other way around.

From the production
studio to the control

room, i can't imagine
why we

would ever want anything
but BSI. It's reliable, user friendly software

wild

the flexibility
and power to make it a great investment.

Wn and Beth Fruit

RCO AM & FM Radio

Richland Center. Wisconsin

Price, Power and Performance

Only $1499
Including technical

support and upgrades

More than 5000 broadcasters use our software in more than 50 nations around tte Nor d.
Our $1499 Simian includes one year of 365/24/7 tech support and software upgrades.
Simian has amazing features, such as streaming spot substitution automatec online
requests and touchscreen compatibility. Runs on Windows 93, NI, 2000. ME aid XP.

Test and try before you buy.
www.bsiusa.com 888-bsiusa1

Broadcast
Software

International



RF Engineering

New tower standards
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

he onset of digital television has greatly
boosted interest in broadcast towers. Ex -
'sting towers that once were regarded by
owners as necessary evils now receive
favored treatment in their new guise as
valuable vertical real estate. Most existing
towers today probably have as many an-
tennas and as much ancillary equipment
hung on them as they can carry without
collapsing. So the push is on for new tower
construction, not only for digital televi-

The pending Revision G tower changes allow
for some grandfathering of installations.

sion antennas but for all the new sources
of communication inspired radiators that
require stable sky hooks hundreds of feet
in the air.This means that both AM and FM
stations may be affected by the new tower
standards when they are put into force.

The broadcast tower industry has made
fantastic strides since the beginning of radio.
There have, of course, been a few spectac-

ular tower collapses, generally caused by high winds and or
ice, and occasionally by vandalism. I can't recall any whose
failure was officially blamed on overloading; although most
of us have seen towers that we would hate to be near in a
high wind. In much the same manner as most critical
engineering projects are safeguarded, broadcast tower con-
struction has always conformed to specific engineering
standards.

In the U.S., the joint TIA//EIA-222 standard oversees the
design of broadcast and antenna supporting towers. Stan-
dards are not static and they are reviewed every five years
to ensure that they keep pace with industry demands, safety
requirements and new construction methods. Each suc-
cessive revision carries a capital letter designator. Some-
times no changes are warranted and a revision may last for
many years. An earlier revision, Revision C, was kept in use
for nearly twenty years before being replaced by a new
version. The current Revision F will remain in use until
Revision G has been completed and approved by the
various industry committees.

The engineering group that establishes the TIA/EIA stan-
dards has a two-part job. First they have to ensure that the
approved design rules will satisfy the safety requirements
of the new and often very sophisticated antenna systems
that the new communications world requires. They also
have to be familiar with the local and national building
codes so that their new revisions are acceptable to these
groups.

Revision G will accomplish a number of new things. In the
past owners of tall towers have had difficulty in satisfying
local authorities, not only about usually unfounded con-
cerns of non -ionizing radiation, but fears of falling towers
(plus general dislike of towers).

As presently proposed, the new standard will make
several significant changes. Among others the safety re-
quirement regarding climbing, working and the additional
load of personnel working on a tower will be covered.The
minimum safety requirements will be based on the use of
qualified and experienced personnel.

In the field of safety the rather out-of-date design theories
of Revision F are about 20 years old.The new Revision will
take into account the latest steel design theory based on
national building trends.

Tower loading
At the present timed add on"structures such as FM,STL,

cell or similar communication antennas are not consid-
ered as part of the original tower in their design, As a result
we can expect to find structures smaller than the main FM
antennas designed to the same structural limits as the tower
itself.. This should help in lowering windage values and
possibly in icing load conditions.

14 April 2002 www.beradio.com
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 VOICE TRACKING, SEGUES, PHONERS & MORE

 TRIPLE PLAY & RECORD

RADIO HARD DISK LIVE ON AIR Production & Au toma t i or

SYSTEM
DL4-MAX
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Wind loading on towers is the
majorconsideration when plan-
ning a new structure. Ice load-
ing is of course a serious factor
in towerdesign, but it is general-
ly a temporary rather than per-
manent consideration. The ef-
fect and control of ice loading
will of course also be addressed
in Revision G.

Wind loading is calculated
based on wind speed. The gov-
ernment has changed the meth-
od of measuring and assessing
the effect of wind on towers. At
present, wind loading is calculat-

More info:
It will probably be the end of 2002 Eefore the numerous

committees involved in creating the new revision have
completed their deliberations. In the meantime, Pirod has
developed an interesting and useful booklet describing the
efforts and effects of the anticipated Revision G. It was
written by Myron C. Noble, PE., the president of Pirod, to
let engineers know what will probably be changing in the
tower specification world. It is availahle free from Pirod at
PO Box 128, Plymouth, IN 46563

ed based on"the fastest -mile wind
speed" encountered once in 50
years for the towersite.This means
that the wind speed is determined
by averaging the highest speed of
one mile of wind driving the an-
emometer at the proposed site.
Because the time required to
obtain the top speed is variable
and depends on wind velocity,
high wind speeds require shorter
recording time.This can result in
incorrect or misleading wind
loading figures.

Revision G is expected to base

wind loading on the "three second gust wind
speed "This will also use the once -in -50 -years
maximum value but it will be the maximum
speed measured fora period of three seconds
at the tower site. Basing tower design on the
peak gust occurring over three seconds is
designed to take the maximum instantaneous
loading in account.

Put simply, the old formula allows for varia-
tions in the speed during that time. Most of the
country's weather services use the new meth-
od of measurement of gusts in three second
periods. The use of three second gusts pro-
vides a broader base for tower designers. A
point to remember is that the new and old wind
speeds cannot be compared directly because

the Revision G wind speed
of 100 mph for a three
second gust is not the
same as a 100 mph fastest
wind gust speed.The latter
value of 100 mph for three
seconds would seem to
have more effect on a tow-
er than a single short gust
of 100mph.

The broadcast engi-
neer's bete noire is the ice
that comes without warn-
ing and drags a tower
down. It is most likely that
ice will now be included
as a part of the tower's
mandatory load, and the
ice area map will be in-
cluded. The currently
used Revision F only calls
for icing to be consid-
ered if the tower is in an
"ice region." It is felt that
this is rather too arbitrary,
and the new standard
probably will nominate
regions where icing has
to be considered. Struc-

tural requirements will probably be based
on ice data plus height of the tower, site
elevation and the degree of exposure.

The question that many engineers will prob-
ably be asking is:"Will Revision G apply to my
existing tower?" If no changes are to be made to
the original load specification, and a profession-
al engineer has certified that it was satisfactory,
there will probably not a be any effect on an
existing tower. But if new antennas,etc.are to be
added to an existing tower that will change its
loading beyond the original specification, then
Revision G will no doubt apply

E-mail Battison at batcom@bright.net.
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Think Fast!
You can design your own broadcast

digital automation system for $9,999.

Introducing eProphetyour complete online
digital store. Now you can shop, configure and order your
own NexGen Digital NS digital automation system. Log on
at www.prophetsys.com/NS and see the future of digital
technology. Order a system online, and we'll configure and
ship your system within four business days.

Now, more than ever, you need to maximize your time,
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 Single workstation NexGen Digi:al NS
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 Digital Reel to Reel for background recording
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1-877-774-1010 to receive more information, or an
individually configured quote. Prefer to view the
software in person? No
problem. We'd be happy
to come to your site and
give a demonstration.

PROPHET SYSTEMS

Af* 877/774-1010
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Networks

Firewalls and security
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

e Internet provides the best and most
efficient means to communicate globally;
however, attaching a single computer or
group of networked computers to the Inter-
net presents security risks ranging from
simple access to personal/company files
to total destruction of critical information
stored on hard drives.We have read about
hackers gaining access into government
websites or viruses being spread through
e -mails. Any individual, company or gov-
ernment is vulnerable to a security breach.

Countermeasures are
constantly under devel-
opment, but hackers con-
tinue to find vulnerabili-
ties in PC software and
network hardware.

Ilse a firewall to protect your network and
data from LIMA anted users.

Security issues
The definition of com-

puter security is "the pro-
cess of preventing and
detecting unauthorized
use of a computer work-
station or server."As a gen-
eral rule, security issues are

most prevalent in comput-
ers attached to the Internet
with dedicated, full-time
connections, but can also
become a problem with
simple dial -in services.

A government -funded
organization called the
Computer Emergency Re-
sponse Team Coordina-
tion Center (CERT/CC)

tracks intruder activity. It has published
Overview of Attack Trends, which docu-
ments six trends that intruders have used to
gain access to PCs since 1988. According to
the CERT report (available at www.cert.org),
those trends include:

1. An increase in the use of software that
permits automated attacks to computer
software and hardware systems.The auto-
mated attacks involve four phases:

a. Tools that scan for potential victims
are more efficient and are more widespread.

b.The same tools used to find potential victims can also
identify vulnerabilities as part of the scanning activity

c. Tools can self -initiate new attack cycles rather than
requiring a person to start the process,such as"Code-Red"and
"Nimda," which hit global saturation in less than 18 hours.

d.Using distributed attack tools, hackers can manage
and coordinate attacks across multiple Internet systems,
which permit the efficient launching of "denial of service"
type attacks.

2. The tools used for attacks are becoming increasingly
sophisticated.These tools are more difficult to detect using
antivirus software or intrusion detection systems. These
tools possess three important characteristics:

a. Techniques are available that make it difficult to
determine the nature of the attack.

b.Instead of defined sequences,new tools can vary the
pattern and behavior of the attack either randomly, pre-
defined or controlled directly by the intruder.

c. Attack tools are now modular in nature, allowing
portions of the tool to be easily replaced or upgraded in
order to quickly evolve and stay ahead of detection
technologies.

3. The time to find and exploit the vulnerabilities of
software by attackers is decreasing.According to CERT,the
number of newly discovered vulnerabilities reported con-
tinues to double each year. Software developers are ad-
dressing the problem through able patches to their soft-
ware. It is critical that system administrators understand the
vulnerabilities of the specific software used on their net-
work, regularly download and install software updates, etc.

4. Some protocols designed to work with firewalls are
designed specifically for the purpose of bypassing most
firewall settings. Languages such as Java, JavaScript and
ActiveX make it difficult to detect and protect systems from
malicious software.

5.Through the use of distributed attack tools,it is possible
for an attacker to launch a series of multiple attacks on a
single victim.

6.The threat from infrastructure attacks is on the rise.These
attacks include:

a. Distributed denial of service attacks where the intrud-
er uses multiple systems to tie-up the victim's network,thus
preventing use by legitimate users.

b. The use of worms, or specially written code that is
intended to self -propagate, typically without user interac-
tion.Viruses are similar to worms but require a user to take
some type of action in order to propagate.

c. Attacks on the Internet Domain Name System (DNS).
These potential threats may permit an attacker to gain
control of a Web domain for the purposes of redirecting
traffic to another site or modifying data on the site.

d. Routers form the basis for moving data across the

18 April 2002 www.beradio.com
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Networks

Internet. Attackers have been able to suc-
cessfully identify poorly secured routers
and use them as a means to generate
attacks to other sites or for gathering
information.

Another good source for security infor-
mation can be found at the SANS Institute
website,www.sans.org,that,in conjunction
with the National Infrastructure Protection

Center, has published a
top 20 list of potential

Countermeasures are
constantly under
development, hut

hackers continue to find
vulnerabilities...

threats to computers.

Firewalls
In simple terms, fire -

walls are are designed
to prevent unauthorized
access by casual and
malicious users on the
public network (Inter-

net) into a private network.The devices fall
into three primary types:packet filter,state-
ful inspection and the application proxy.

The packet filter is the simplest of the
three types. Most common, low-cost broad-

band routers, such as those for cable or DSL modems,
generally posses the ability to filter packets based on the
user's requirements.

An enhancement to the basic packet filter is called stateful
inspection, which permits the evaluation of multipacket
flow. An individual connection table is created for each
packet stream and then comparisons can be performed
across a series of packet streams based on policy estab-
lished by the firewall administrator.

Firewalls based on application proxy are perhaps the
most secure, making servers appear normal to users au-
thenticated on the trusted network, while users outside the
trusted network will only see the firewall.The specific IP
addresses of networks located behind application proxy
firewalls are hidden to the casual user.

The major flaw with firewalls is that they can only protect
traffic moving through them. If a user on the private network
connects to the Internet in an alternate way,such as a dial -
up connection, then security can be compromised. I

McNamara, BE Radio's consultant on computer technology,
is president of Applied Wireless Inc., New Market, MD.
All of the Networks articles have been approved by the SBE
Certification Committee as suitable study material that may
assist your preparation for the SBE Certified Broadcast
Networking Technologist exam. Contact the SBE at (317)
846-9000 or go to www.sbe.org for more information on SBE
Certification.
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_FCC _Update

Renewal cycle begins in 12 months
By Harry Martin

he next license renewal cycle will begin
April 1, 2003, with preparations for license
renewals for stations in the District of Co-
lumbia,Maryland,Virginia,and West Virgin-
ia. (The deadline for filing DC/MDNA/WV
renewal applications is actually June 1, but
the pre -filing preparations, including the
broadcast of pre -filing announcements,
cranks up two months before.)

Now is the time to begin making prepara-
tions for the renewal process. While the
Commission has streamlined license re-
newals over past years, these changes fo-
cus more attention on the regulations that
are left. Further,while the yes/no questions
about matters such as the public file and
quarterly issues/programs lists appear rou-
tine, care must be taken that the answers
given are correct.

Accord ingly,at this time,station managers
should check their stations' local public
inspection files to make sure that they are
complete and up-to-date. Ensure that basic
documents such as licenses, ownership
reports and information as to signal con-
tours are in the public file. Be particularly
aware of record -keeping requirements re-
lating to political broadcasting.
Another related matter is the quarterly

issues/programs lists that each radio sta-
tion must prepare and place in the public
inspection file each April 10, July 10, Octo-
ber 10 and January 10.Those reports should
list at least five issues of importance in the
community and provide a description of
the programs aired by the station regarding
those issues.The information in the report
should include the title, time, date, duration
and a brief description of each issue -re-
sponsive program.

The renewal application form will re-
quest information about compliance with
these requirements. Stations not able to
respond affirmatively will face further in-
quiries from the FCC.

Phone call equals fine
As a general rule, most broadcasters oper-

ate under the assumption that callers to the
studio realize their call may be broadcast.

However, that assumption may not always be valid, and a
mistake can result in a fine as in the recent case ofan FM station.

A caller to the studio believed that she was calling the father
of an acquaintancelhe on -air personality thought the call was
a prank and played along. The conversation was taped and
rebroadcast.The caller complained to the FCC.

In response, the licensee claimed that its announcer told
the caller twice that she had reached a radio station, but it
is not clear exactly how or when in the conversation the
announcer made that disclosure.

The FCC fined the station $4,000 for violating Section
73.1206 of the rules, which prohibits the recording and
broadcast of telephone conversations without the caller's
consent.The licensee argued that this situation fell within
the exception, explicitly included in the rule, which permits
such taping and broadcast when the caller may be pre-
sumed to have consented. According to the rule, such
consent may be presumed when the caller originates the
call and "it is obvious that [the call] is in connection with
a program in which the station customarily broadcasts
telephone conversations"

FM license revocation
The FCC is seeking to revoke four FM broadcast licenses

and several associated translator licenses held by a broad-
caster who refused to obey FCC orders.

The broadcaster operates translator stations that appar-
ently do not qualify as "fill-in" facilities because they are
outside the main stations' lmV/m contours. The Commis-
sion refused to grant renewals for the translators unless the
licensee sold them to an unrelated entity in order to bring
them into compliance.The licensee did file for approval of
such assignments, and approvals were granted, but the
licensee did not consummate the transfers.The Commission
then declared that, because the renewals had been condi-
tioned on sale of the stations, and because the sale had not
occurred, the licenses were deemed to have expired.

The FCC now has fined the broadcaster $140,000 for
illegally operating the translators. Based on the licensee's
continuing disregard for the rules, all four full -service and
(even the remaining and legitimate) translator licenses
were set for a revocation hearing.

Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.com.

Dateline:
Quarterly issues/programs lists must be placed in

stations' public files on April 10 and again on July 10.
The deadline for filing comments on the FCC's

newly -proposed EEO rules was extended to April 15.
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Adding multimedia to your radio station Web page provides an immediate way

for listeners to interact with your station and staff. Biographies,

play lists, event schedules and listener feedback

help develop a sense of community

among your listeners.

-Mg

0 nline radio listenership has grown over 515 percent
since January 2001, according to MeasureCast. Ar-
bitron reports that 35 percent of all Americans 12 and

older have used streaming media. Why? Webcasting lets loyal
listeners continue to enjoy your content while traveling away from
home. It allows you to reach your audience at times you may not
have reached them before. Borders and transmitter coverage
patterns no longer limit your audience size, so you can reach
listeners the next citynext state,or next countryoverMost important-
ly, it lets you continue to reach loyal listeners who are "trapped" in
an otherwise impenetrable office building during the day.

Webcasting, or Internet broadcasting, is the process of transmit-
ting your station's signal over the lnternet.The technology used in
webcasting is called streaming. Streaming multimedia allows
listeners to hearyour station live, just as if they were listening over
the air. One more buzzword: rich media is an umbrella term
referring to streaming combined with web -delivered text, graphics,
animation and other content.

Far from being complex and difficult,the process of webcasting
is similar to traditional broadcasting models. To demystify the
webcast process, let's first review basic radio theory. In traditional
radio broadcasting,the station signal is delivered to the transmitter.
Next, the transmitter distributes the signal over the air. Finally,
listeners tune a radio set to the appropriate frequency to listen to
the station (Figure 1).

When a station's signal is webcast, only one step is added to the
transmission process. First, the station signal is delivered to an
encoder -a piece of equipment that converts the analog sound
to a digital signal. Now,the steps are exactly the same as those you
already know: the encoded signal is delivered to a server, a

a prliner
By Parrish Snyder

computer that acts as a transmitter,which then delivers the digital
signal as a stream of packets over the Internet. Finally,listeners tune
a computer to the appropriate location to listen to your signal, by
typing in the address of your server on the Web,using media player
software in place of a radio tuner. (Figure 2).

There is one critical difference between over -the -air terestrial
radio and Internet radio: bandwidth.When you distribute a signal
over the air the signal is one -to -many. In other words, the radio
signal is hanging there in the air and any number of listeners
(users) can passively receive it. In webcasting, the signal transmit-
ted over the Internet is usually unicast, or one-to-one.This means
that each listener (user) connects individually to the server
providing the webcast.

When you set up your webcast, you choose the quality level and
size of your stream's bandwidth. Internet broadcasts of audio
programs are usually delivered at bandwidths for dial -up modems,
such as 14kb/s, 28kb/s or 56kb/s.

Some stations offer additional streams that are suitable only for
broadband users; these streams simply won't flow through a
dial -up connection. Broadband bandwidth is considered to be
100kb/s and above.

The smaller the bandwidth number, the more compressed the
signal will be. Higher bandwidth means the signal is less com-
pressed and of higherquality.Normally,an unmodified 14kb/s audio
signal sounds like a rural telephone connection, complete with
static. A 28kb/s signal sounds similar to AM radio. At 56kb/s, an
unmodified stream issimilartoCD quality audio played from a basic
stereo system.Audio processing can improve the clarity,depth and
perceived audio quality, allowing some stations to be streamed at
very low bandwidth.
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Fortunately for the new web-
caster,most users cannot tell the

difference between a 56kb/s streamed radio
signal and one streamed at broad-
band speeds. In fact, depending on

your content, most radio stations will find that a
28103/s or 56kb/s stream will suit their webcast

needs quite well.
The next concern in webcasting is

choosing the size of your
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audience.The size of the Internet connection to yourserver and the
bandwidth that you use to encode your signal directly determine
the maximum number of simultaneous listeners that can access
your webcast. For example: if you stream your signal at 28kb/s,then
every user connecting to your server needs a continuous 28kb/s
of network bandwidth through your Internet connection.So, if two
users are connected at the same time, you'll need a minimum of a
56kb/s connection to the Internet (2 x 28 = 56). If ten users are
connected simultaneously, you'll need a minimum connection of
280kb/s (10 x 28 = 280), and so on.

Webcasting can consume bandwidth
at a voracious rate. Many stations choose
to hire an Internet service provider (ISP)
or specialist webcast service provider,
called a Content Delivery Network
(CDN) to handle their bandwidth needs.

But how do you put your station on
the Net? Just as in traditional radio,
there are several ways to manage and
modify the webcast audio signal.There
is also a staggering array of choices on
hardware and services that can be
used for Internet broadcasting.For the
beginner,these choices can be broken
down into three different categories:
do-it-yourself, hardware solutions, and
full -service providers.

Do -It -yourself
Forstations in smaller markets or those

on a tight budget, do-it-yourself (DIY)
webcasting can be an inexpensive so-
lution. In this model, you trade-off the
quality of the signal and the number of
listeners you can reach to gain the re-
duced cost.

To create your own DIY webcast, you
will need a minimum of two computers,
one sound card and an Internet con-
nection. The computers can be some-
what older machines; PCs need to be at
least a Pentium II running Microsoft
Windows. Macintoshs need to be at
least a G3 running MacOS X.The com-
puters used for Internet broadcasting
should not be used for running other
applications, such as word processors,
spreadsheets or browsing the Internet.
No special hardware is needed, and an
off -the -shelf consumer sound card can
be used, placed into the machine that
will be used as the encoder.Free encod-
ing software can be downloaded from
Real (www.realnetworks.com/prod-
ucts), Microsoft (wwwmicrosoft.com/
windows/windowsmedia) and Apple
(wwwquicktime.com).

The second PC (the one without the
sound card) will be your server. Server
software is also available from Real,
Microsoft and Apple however not all
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Bob Bruno, VP and General Manager of WOR Radio
& WOR Radio Network is passionate about his city.

itNew York is the greatest city on ear -.h, and WCR has been

a vital part of it for 80 years. New Yorkers don't settle for
second best in anything. So when we got our new
digital audio delivery system, we chose the best-
DADPflo32 from ENCO Systems. It's powerful, easy to use

and it works great. Sc do yourself a favor, call ENCO Systems.

Then come visit New York City! ri

Smarter. Faster. Better.

EN ENCO
SYSTEMS, INC.

www.enco.com
I -800-ENCO-SYS
I -248-827-444



versions of the server
software are free, so read

license agreements carefully. Real
has a 12 month server license
that supports up to 25 users at

no charge. Microsoft's Windows Media serv-
er is included inWindows 2000 Serverorcan

be downloaded for no cost for
machines running Windows NT

Server. Apple's
QuickTime Stream-

ing Server is a free service includ-
ed with MacOS X Server.

The server needs to have a constant
connection to the Internet. Many do -it -your
selfers find it is best to place the server at their local
Internet Service Provider (ISP), so that they have the
bandwidth to support dozens or hundreds of users.
It is possible, though, to support a few users on a
cable modem or ADSL line.

Hardware methods
When quality and control of the signal are

more important factors than price,it's time to
consider hardware solutions.

To simplify integration with existing broadcast
equipment, manufacturers have developed sturdy,

Audio
Source

Station
Signal

Figure 1. The basic transmission model for over -the -air broadcasts is similar
to the transmission model for webcasts.

rack -mounted devices with professional -level analog and digital
inputs.These devices generally handle at least one of the streaming
formats and offer a choice of bandwidth and audio processing
options. Some even have options to allow you to run special
commercial insertions, so you can run targeted spots for your
Internet listeners.

Most of these hardware solutions were created to handle the
encoding step of the webcast, so these units still need to be
connected to an external server orservice providerto transmit your
signal to the listener.After investing in high -end hardware, don t
skimp on the server and Internet connection; it doesn't matter how
good your source audio sounds if no one can hear it.

arter way to see sound

With 'he largest, most detailed symbols library
and Joverful, easy -to -use tools, Siardraw
software lets you design, engineer, price and
prPseat ?our systems faster, better and more
professionally than ever before.
,t3rdraw, becaticp it

STAR DRAW Ci

Engineering schematics
Hidh detail rack layouts
Sal ?.s rresentations
Cu!tori panel layouts
Architectural layouts
Bill; of materials and Excel reports

INCA
All the tools you need - no other design
software required

 Tern o- thousands of high quality prod _Kt symbols
10 o' new products added every month

 New feature every month

NHY USE STARDRAW
 So case, even a salesman can use it
 So Jowerful, even an engineer will lova it
 So 3ro'essional, your customers will demand it

Stararaw Radio coming soon. See it at NAB.

For your
free demr

www.stardraw.com t St, rdr,iv,,
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Kagan's Radio
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UPDATED REPORT Now AVAILABLE!
Data, Analysis and Prcjections Covering the Latest in the Sector

ORDER YOUR
COPY TODAY FOR

$895!

CONTACT Us:

Phone: (831) 624-1536
email: info@kagan.com
Online: www.kagan.com
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 Exclusive Rankings:
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 Detailed Directories:
More than 26o Radio Station
Owners

More than loo Broadcast Brokers
More than 160 Lenders

 Potential Digital Audio Satellite Radio
(DARS) Scenario with Market Split, 2005,
2006

 Detailed Report, with Timeline, Covering
Financing & Capitalization, 2000-08/01

...and much more
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When choosing your encod-
ing hardware, the key things to

ask are what format and bandwidth does the
unit support, how will the hardware
integrate with your existing systems,

and how will the unit connect to your server, ISP or
CDN. Telos, for example, offers the Audioactive, an

MP3-based encoder that can offe r streams
in both Real and Windows Media for-

mats,as well as MP3 multicast for intranet networks.This sleek,1RU
unit starts at about $2,800.

Broadcast Electronics developed the WebVault, a combination
hardware and software solution.WebVault streams in both Real and
Windows Media formats and has proprietary audio processing
systems through its e -stream card .The WebVault can integrate with
an existing AudioVault system to filter ads for your stream.

Some hardware systems developed for video users may fit larger
radio webcasters, or those who wish to include a studio camera

image with their audio signal.Pinnacle's
StreamFactory is a low profile, 1RU unit
that streams in both Real and Windows
Media formats and starts at about $9,995.
Chyron, of television engineering fame,
offers the Clari.Net, a 2RU system stream-
ing in both Real and Windows Media.

If you expect to install a simple solution
and leave it running for months on end,
a hardware solution may be right foryou.
Everything comes in one integrated pack-
age with one manual and once source
for technical support.
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 Search or FCC license data online

 Locate potential frequencies
 AL somatic interference calculations
 Ac:Epted and used by the FCC
 Re= I time 3D displays

 Fast accurate, cost effective mapping

Considered by ME ny to be the industry leader.
Broadcast Professionals can count on RadioSoft for fast,i

accurate radio mapping.

Service
provider means

If you prefer a full -service streaming
solution, or if you need to reach a larger
Internet audience than your ISP can
accommodate, CDNs are usually the
answer.A Content Delivery Network is a
special ISP that offers a wide range of
webcasting services, including encod-
ing, server hosting and bandwidth man-
agement. Stations managing their own
encoding process tend to purchase only
servers and bandwidth from a CDN.
However, some stations choose to hand
over the entire streaming and encoding
process to the service providers.

Some CDNs offer a "turn-key"solution,
where they handle all the details of your
stream, from providing the equipment to
setting it up and monitoring it for you.
This is attractive, as it frees you to focus
on what you do best: making good radio.
One word of caution: be careful to verify
a CDN's offer against their actual capabil-
ity before signing a contract. The "Dot
Com revolution" saw literally hundreds
of closet -sized CDNs spring up, each
claiming to"The World Leaderrin some
small niche in the streaming industry.

Even if you are doing your own encod-
ing by a hardware or a do-it-yourself
method, it can still make sense to use a
CDN for the delivery of your webcast
streams. Mature CDNs have access to
larger Internet connections and can help
you reach a larger audience more cost
effectively, than you could manage by
installing or running your own Internet
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Matrix
QUITE POSSIBLY THE LAST CODEC YOU'LL EVER BUY.
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WIRELESS

 5 kl-i real-time, full duplex audio on
GSM wireless phones
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THE CODEC FOR TODAY

ISDN*

 Layer III for 15 kHz at 64 kb/s

 G.722 for wide compatibility
with other :odecs

 Turbo -G.722 for 15 kHz
with only 6 mS of delay

 Layer III transmit
with G.722 return
to reduce delay

 1200 baud ancillary
data available

 Ful.y international te-minal
adapter works worldwide

* ISDN module required

THE CODEC FOR THE FUTUR

i ii r OX

may already include ISDN and

POTS codecs plus a slew of other

stuf. Now they are talking about

higi speed GSM d gital wireless -
and coming soon...3G.

ThE Matrix's modular approach is

desicned with this future

in mind. Tie core of

the Matrix's flexibility

revolves around full

access to its powerful

coding engine through

easily inserted

modules and upgr3deable flash

menory. Whatever may be coming

down the communications pipeline,

the Matrix is ready.

POTS

 15 kHz full duplex audio on a standard
telephone line

 Available in portable or
rackmount versions

 Modular design enables
use on future circuits

 Will work at data rates
as low as 9600 baud

 'Store and Forward" allows
15 kHz, nonreal-time audio
-.ransmission at any data rate

Broadcasters
General Store
2480 SE 52nd St., Ocala FL 34480-7500

Tel: (352) 622-7700 Fax: 1352) 629-7000
Email: info4broadcastdealercom www.broadcastdealerccm



service.
Service providers are fee-

forservice While some will ac-
cept barter or trade to offset part of
the cost, you should be prepared to

pay a monthly service fee based on the size of
your audience. Fees vary considerably, from a

few hundred dollars a month to sever-
al thousand depending on the

amount of bandwidth
you require. Most CDNs

also have setup fees and minimum -
use contracts. If you are planning to

have the CDN provide you with all the
hardware and installation to start webcasting,
these setup fees can run upwards of $3,000.

Choosing a CDN is like making any other large
purchase. Look at the agreements carefully and
make sure you understand all the options and
add-ons available to you.

Because you are probably choosing a CDN to give
you more listeners at less cost,the CDN's network is

an important item to examine.To save money,
some ISPs and CDNs will oversell their con-

nections to the Internet backbone.They make the
assumption that not all of their users will be online
at once. Because streaming is a continuous service

Radio

I

Tower

Station
Signal

Figure 2. The Internet radio model has building blocks similar to the
terrestrial radio model, but with a few additions.

(meaning that once a stream starts, it needs the same amount of
bandwidth continuously until the stream ends), make sure that
your ISP or CDN can provide you enough guaranteed bandwidth
at peak usage times to reach your regular audience.

Some CDNs manage and control every server on their network,
while others distribute their servers among a variety of partners at
different locations. A distributed network model can give you
greater access to bandwidth, but the quality of service can be

n
-,op

tools BROADCAST®.

Innovative Problem Solving Tools for Broadcast

Our flexible line of remote access and control equipment gives you elegantly functional solutions for your control equipment without the need for "custom boxes".

DC -8 Plus Dial -Up Remote Control
Controls and monitors 8 external devices from any
touch-tone telephone with extremely flexible
programmable features.

MC -16 Telephone Hybrid/Coupler
Full -featured telephone line coupler/hybrid provides
32 programs; 32 ASCII strings (DTMF to ASCII);
64 macros; 16 relays; auto answer;
4 -digit access codes and more.

SRC -1616L Serial Remote Control
Equipped with I 6 opto- isolated and CMOS/TTL oampatible
inputs and 16 -Relay (Form C) outputs that may be
controlled from a host computer or a pair of units can be
used in a stand-alone confutation (relay extension cord).

PSC Programmable Schedule Controller
Stores and controls up to 160 events with Hour/
Minutes/Seconds, Day/Month/Year, or Day of Week with
Daylight Savings Time correction. 20 SPST relays and/or
32 serial custom commands provided.

DC -8 Plus MC -16

SRC -1616L

PSC-II Programmable Schedule Controller
Intended for controlling up to two RS-232/RS-422
serial devices; 16 - SPDT relays; auxiliary serial ports
and relays all in a single rack space. The PSC II
controls functions by either scheduled time and date,
time and day of week, serial port commands and
remote input contact closures.

SRC -32 Serial Remote Control
Equipped with 32 opto-isolated and CMOS/TTL
compatible inputs, 16 open -collector outputs and
8 -Relay (Form C) outputs that may be controlled
from a host computer or a pair of units may be
used in a stand-alone configuration (relay
extension cord).

SRC -8 Serial Remote Control
The SRC -8 provides a means of adding 8 channels of
remote control to RF, wireline, and fiber type STL
systems and may also be used with dedicated modems
(full and half duplex models).

SRC -32

rll

PSC-II

UI-411 Universal Interface
Perfeo ix adding ki0: functions to medlanital switdieshelays,
skiing remote functions to transmint.TcontroVlogic,eteding
phone linering",etc.

AVR-8 Alarm Voice Response
Used as a voice response and remote control system,
the AVR-8 automatically reports changes detected on
any of its eight digital inputs to a remote telephone
and/or pager.

SSM Smart Silence Monitor
Monitors any stereo or two independent monaural
sources and generates alarms indicating loss of
carrier when white noise and/or silence is
detected.

BOR-4 (Box '0 Relays)
The BOR - 4 provides four independent 2PDT relay
interfaces with two optically isolated or 5 -volt
TTUCMOS compatible inputs.

-sic
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SRC -8

1'1411 AVR-8 SSM BOR-4 PSC

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing, and distributor locations!
web: www.broadcasttools.com  email: supportObroadcasttools.com  On. ,'t
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Antenna Systems
OMMERCIAL AND T.V.

C TORY
vdo. San Antonio, 41

Phone: 976.50.46.96 (6 lines)
Fox 976.46.31.70
50410 CUARTE DE HUERVA
(Zaragoza)

Antenna and Radio Factory:
Camino de los Albores, 14, bolos
Phone: 976.50. 35. 80 (6 lines)
Fax 976.50. 38. 55
50410 CUARTE DE HUERVA  (Zaragoza)
Internet. http://www.omb.es
e-mail: ombcom@infonegocio.com
VideoConference(RDSI) 976 46 32 00

- =

INTERNATIONAL
DIVISION

3100 NW 72 nd. Avenue Unit 112

MIAMI, Florida 33122

Ph.: 305 477-0973 - 305 477-0974 (6 lines)
Fax: 305 477-0611
Internet. http://www.omb.com
e-mail: ombusa@bellsouth.net

MeoconEerence: 1 305 5940991 / 92
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Processing an online audio stream can improve its overall sound. Some manufacturers offer
processors designed for the online
medium.

EG LAY R 2 ONE

CARD.

Introducing the mind card without limits: the P.516114. I: handles ust about any form

analog, digital, MPEG, PCM, and even MP3. And our unique MRX mi lti-rate
enables playba:-, recording. and mixing of multiple audio strums at multiple saru

rates, so there's is need to resample. Add flexible sylcIrronizEtion and Nindows/L n

drivers, and you'ie got a card w th capabilities that a -e almost, nen, infillite.

+1-302-324-5333 4rorirer www.audioscience.a

inconsistent in some areas of the net-
work as high -demand servers get satu-
rated. In a centralized network model, all
of the servers are in one location, so the
location of the central site might impact
quality of service for remote listeners.
Each model has its advantages and
neither is truly superior over the other.

Regardless of the CDN'sserver model,
make sure to ask how your signal will
be acquired. Will the service provider
be able to accept a pre -encoded stream
from you, or do you have to use special
equipment provided by the CDN? How
does the encoded stream reach the
servers? Delivering your stream over a
public Internet connection can be in-
expensive, but you may have buffering
or degradation of your source signal.
Conversely, a private digital line from
your studios to the network costs a bit
more, but can provide much more reli-
able distribution.

Redundancy and backup procedures
are crucial when considering a CDN.For
example, how does the provider handle
power outages, downed telephone lines,
and freak accidents? Some smaller ser-
vice providers have limited response
times and minimal monitoring, while
larger CDNs maintain 24 -hour opera-
tions and have a global support plan.
Also, be sure to ask how quickly known
problems will be repaired.

Statistic reporting is a service offered as
an incentive from many CDNs. A variety
of statistics on the listeners can be gath-
ered from a radio stream. Data can be
accumulated on time spent listening
and number of users. Ask what other
types of demographic or click through
statistics the CDN can provide, if such
data is important to you.

Each CDN has a different set of special
featurestheycan offertodifferentiate them-
selves.These can include ad substitution,
promotion, music titling, or interactive im-
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Visit the Future of Light Today (www.ledtronics.com) and see the vast
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ages and slides.You may
.....--0"7 want to experiment to de-

termine which special features work best
for your station.

When discussing standard
agreements, be sure to understand any ex-
clusivity clauses that the CDNs require. A

CDN is like any other business part-
ner; make sure that you're not

committingyourself
to a relationship that

you can't escape.
Many stations forget to consider

the cost of success. Ask how your
monthly fees are determined (that is, are the
monthly charges set in advance or are they
based on usage? Is it priced on monthly
bandwidth usage, peak bandwidth usage or
on a set number of users?). If your station is
very popular and you go over your limit, what will lbe"Dot Com crash"of NO I eliminated many CDNs.As in all Internet
happen to your users? Some providers will give businesses, consider yc.ur potential partner in terms of their lead-
your I isteners an error message; others will just send ership,business savvy and market resilience as well as the allure of

you a bill for the extra usage.What will your their promises.
plan provide? Some CDNs who specialize in radio station streaming are BNet

Despite all the best -laid plans, things change quick- Radio, Real Broadcast Network,StreamAudio,Broadcastport,Warp
ly in the service provider market and many service Radio and Yahoo! Radio.
providers have gone out of business in the past year.
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Turnkey approaches remove the burden of webcasting from the station.
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 One Size fits all modular design

 Assembles quickly & easily in minutes

 Highest quality laminates & wood

 World famous Modulux cabinetry

In -stock for immediate delivery

The Modulux Flex -Studio is a complete
modular studio package that can be
configured in dozens of different ways
to meet nearly any studio design. It can
be assembled left or right handed as well
as in all of our standard configurations: 'Short L,"Long
L,' and 'Unbalanced U.' Far superior to custom cabinetry, Modulux
engineered studio systems are precision factory mass manufactured.
Quality, strength, durability and appearance are all improved over custom
built cabinets.

MEM

Arrakis Systems inc.
Phone: (970) 224-2248 W3b: arrakis-systems.com
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What next?
Are you ready to start streaming? One last step to take before putting

yourstream live is to check your legal rightsYourstation's legal counsel
should be able to advise you on the details, but be aware that not all
syndicated programs, commercial spots or music programs are al-
lowed to be distributed over the Internet. In addition, the Copyright
Arbitration Royalty Panel (CARP), in February delivered a report
recommending rates and terms for transmission of webcast perfor-
mances.While this is only a recommendation, it may have effects on
webcastets legal obligations in the future.

Finally,weigh your staff's commitment
to supporting both webcasting and
Internet -based services. Once you be-
gin offering a service, your customers
begin to expect that the service will
stay as fresh and reliable as you initial-
ly make it. Keeping your station on the
Internet may require extra long-term
commitments from computer and
communications specialists, and may
even evolve into a full-time require-
ment, so plan accordingly.

Snyder is an independent streaming me-
dia consultant based in Australia.

Web Links:
Do-it4uurselt
www.realnetworks.com/products
www.microsoft.com/

windows/windowsmedia
www.quicktime.com

Streaming Hardware
Telos Audioactive
www.audioactive.com
Pinnacle StreamFactory
www.pinnaclesys.com/

ProductPage.asp?Product_ID=1 00

Web Vault
www.audiovault.com/Producte

STREAM/eSTREAM.html
Chyron Clari.net
www.chyron.com

CDNs
www.bnetradio.com
www.broadcastport.com
www.chaincast.com
www.neuronbroadcasting.com/

stream ing_radio_services.asp
www.realnetworics.com/

products/rbn/broadcasters/
index.html

www.streamaudio.com
www.streamguys.com/

packages_01 .html
thunderland.net/Streaming/

Thunderland_Radio.htrn
www.warpradio.com
radio.yahoo.com

Manager's Perspective
What il)es webcasting

do 13r your lotion's
imzge and 'atom

line? J3hn Caracioliu
shares his news in

the Mewers
Perspelive at

ww N.beracio.:om.

your voice is your life.
spend it wisely

wwwneumanrusa comt1C3

NeumannIUSA
Telep-one 860 43. 5220  FAX 860 434 3148

www.beradio.com 411 2002 37
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s the conversion to IBOC nears, the
benefits of enhanced audio quality for
both AM and FM broadcasts are widely

known. However, the ability for broadcasters to
transmit a wide variety of data services along with
their current audio programming promises to un-
lock entirely new opportunities for broadcasters.

IBOC system capabilities
Ibiquity's IBUC system has been designed to

support the broadcast of data services in all modes
of operation: FM hybrid and all -digital, and AM
hybrid and all -digital. In the hybrid mode, broad-
casters will continue to transmit an analog signal
while adding the IBOC signal in the sidebands.
Each mode will have different data throughput
rates, but in each case a significant amount of data
can be delivered representing a substantial up -

Data

Radio data applications
Broadcasters will be able to provide basic programming informa-

tion like station identifiers, artist and CD labels and song titles
comparable to what satellite radio is currently delivering.This capa-
bility will provide the foundation for other message -based services
that will enable broadcasters to generate revenue from their datas-
tream with enhanced advertising and information services.

As IBOC receivers advance and manufacturers take advantage of
enhanced displays, storage capacity and in -vehicle applications,
the utility of an IBOC data broadcast significantly increases. Broad-
casters will be able to brand programming for display on rear -seat
entertainment units, stream 800 numbers and URLs of advertisers
for easy retrieval from a receiver, deliver valuable information
inexpensively to a telematics provider's customers and update
integrated navigation systems with real-time traffic conditions and
location -based advertising. Couple these receivers with a return
channel and listeners would be able to complete transactions for
concert tickets, CDs or additional advertising information.

.111 By Joseph F. D'Angelo

grade to the existing sub -
carrier services.

Due to the nature of the
FM band, FM broadcasters
will have the greatest po-
tential to leverage datacast-
ing opportunities. The FM
hybrid mode can deliver
up to 150kb/s of through
put. Our current design has
the maximum audio rate
set at 96kb/s, which would
result in 54kb/s being available for data services.
This rate, while only a one-way transmission, far
exceeds the throughput of other widely available
wireless transmission systems at a fraction of the
cost. In the all -digital mode, the capacity of the
broadcast throughput roughly doubles to approx-
imately 300kb/s, ample capacity to support five -
channel surround sound and sophisticated data
file transfers.

The AM band is significantly bandwidth limited in
comparison, but it will be able to deliver meaningful
data services. In the hybrid mode, the AM system will
deliver 36kb/s throughput, delivering an FM -like
stereo audio signal while supporting text -based
message delivery. In the all -digital mode, the capac-
ity of the AM system will increase to 60kb/s with the
maximum audio rate set at 56kb/s.

Both AM and FM will be able to selectively utilize
channels and carriers while at the same time dy-
namically controlling the audio data -compression
rate.Ttade-offs between audio and data throughput
can be made in real-time as required or preset to
support scheduled daypart requirements, ensuring
high audio quality while maximizing the datacast-
ing capabilities.
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While
these sce-
narios may
seem futur-
istic, many

companies
have already made sig-
nificant steps towards
enabling these servic-
es and applications,
increasing the value of
a broadcaster's data ca-
pacity and evolving into
a significant revenue
stream for stations.

IBOC's data capability will be able to provide enhanced radio services.

Open applications development platform
To ensure that broadcasters and receiver manufacturers are

coordinated in the effort to make IBOC datacasting a reality,Ibiquity
launched a formal process in October 2001 to develop an Open
Applications Development Platform for IBOC.The goal of the IBOC
Wireless Data Working Group is to rapidly develop and disseminate
a protocol suite that facilitates application development and en-
sures interoperability between broadcast and receiver technology.
Representatives from all major IBOC constituencies are participat-
ing in this process including station owners, receiver and broadcast
equipment manufacturers, application developers and automak-
ers. The development process is structured in three phases:

1.) Use case development. Identify core applications and functions;
2.) Device Profile Definition. Support the core applications and

functions; and
3.)DataStructuresandRules.Interface to functionsand applications.
The first two phases have been completed and the results will be

presented on April 6, 2002. Phase 3 is scheduled to be completed
in the summer of 2002. This will represent the baseline IBOC
application development environment that will be enhanced over
time to support new and emerging datacasting applications.

D'Angelo is director, PAC and wireless data business development, for
lbiquity Digital.
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40,000 Watts
Solid State FM Power.

See us at NAB Booth# L2323.

The Nautel Q20/20 comprises two

20 kW stand-alone FM transmitters

fully integrated to operate as a 40 kW

active reserve transmitter system.

For more than 30 years Nautel has

built the best radio transmitters by

blending solid state technology and

innovative engineering design.

The Q20/20 provides reliability and

peace of mind through built-in
redundancies - in all the world you

won't find its equal.

Each Q20 features:
 redundant Power Amplifiers
 redundant Power Supplies
 dual Digital Exciters
 dual IPA & Power Supply
 dual Low Voltage Power Supplies
 68% overall efficiency

Contact Nautel for more information about the benefits of our full range of solid state FM and AM transmitters.

flackett's Cove, RR #1 Tantallon, Nova Scotia Canada B0.13.10 Phone: (902) 823 2233 Fax: (902) 823 3183 Certified ISO 9001
201 Target Industrial Circle, Bangor, Maine USA 04401 Phone: (207) 947 82(X) Fax: (207) 947 3693 Certified ISO 9002

E-mail: info@nautel.com or visit us on the Web at www.nautel.com



WKQX-FM,
Chicago
By Chriss Scherer, editor

Ifs a brand new fully

with lots of new equipment,

hut it's not all -digital.

The Q101 control room, with room for
eight guests, is also the home to the Mancow
Morning Madhouse syndicated morning show.
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Inspiring deals on professional audit, video and lighting eiviament

from the people who know eve-ything about it.

(41Piff4'41-?:,Y4A

800.476.9886

Need it now? Extended hours.

8am to 10pm CST M -F.

10am to 6pm CST Sat.

Call 800.356.5844
Great deals. All the time. 7f

OFULL COMPASS

gam IC J 30prn CST

8001 Terrace Avenue Middleton WI 5M62 USA www.fulicompass.corr



COMET NORTH AMERICA
421 Wards Corner Road

Cincinnati, Ohio 45140

Ph: (5131831-5000

Fx: (5131 8,31-7889

www.cometna.com
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 Professicmal HV test equipment to
regularly test spares

4110 Teameo in Norti America with Kintronic
Labs to provide engineering expertise to
broadcasters

Kintranic Labs. Inc
144 Pleasa-t Grcve Roa I

off City. TN 376111

Ph: (4231 37.3-3141

Fx: (423) 373-4224

WM/ kintranic.con
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X, Chicago's Q101, looked at building a new
f didn't move very far.WKQX first moved into the

ndise Mart more than 25 years ago and has been
moving down ever since.

The station started on the 20th floor when it was owned
by NBC. In 1979, the station was sold, and it moved into
its own studio space on the 17'h floor. It occupied the
9,000 square foot space until 2001, when a larger facility
was required. The station moved to the 2nd floor.
The new studio complex

occupies about 20,000
square feet. The space has
more than doubled and
allotted some of the new
area to creating its syndicat-
ed morning show,Mancow's
Morning Madhouse. Produc-
tion of this morning show
was one reason for the facil-
ity upgrade.

In addition to the space for
the nationally syndicated
show, some expansion
space is available to allow
Emmis to add another sta-
tion to the facility. There is
also some office space for
Emmis Interactive.

Getting started
The six studios wcrc completed in a

three-month window.RAM Systems was
the systems integrator on the project,
and began the work by first running
RAM 11011 digital multipair cables be-
tween the studios and the rack room.
For this project, RAM designed a digital
cable with individual shields and an
overall shield because of the potential
RF interference.The cables were termi-
nated on high -density, rack -mount QCP
punch blocks.

While many facilities are making
changes to be as completely digital as
possible, Q101 decided to make a par-
tial change. Many sources are digital,
but mixing and routing is all analog.
Digital -ready cable was installed
throughout the facility, but all analog
equipment and analog audio signals
are used.

RAM furniture was used in all the
studios. One design goal was to avoid
cluttered workspaces. To achieve this,
low -profile utility housings were used
in the on -air studio, which was
designed for stand-up operation.There
are three production studios, one con-
trol room,one live performance studio,
one news studio and the technical

The main production room handles most of -he station's
production needs.

IF RECORDING QUALITY IS THE ISSUE -
OUR 3541 MICROPHONE IS THE SOLUTION

Nothing comes close to the

exceptional quality provided

by the all -new large

diaphragm Type 3541 -

the microphone that

sets new standards

in recording tech-

nology. Combining

outstanding build

quality with unrivalled

specifications, the Type 3541

ensures that from today, your solois

recordings need never be compromised.

Only Type 3541 delivers:
 The highest output available
 Extremely low self noise
 High SPL handling characteristics
 Choice of solid state or tube prearnp technology
 All accessories included in sturdy carrying case

MICROPHONES
TGI North America Inc.
335 Gage Ave.. Suite #1 Kitclener,ON Canada N2M 5E1
Tel.(519)745-1' 58 Fax:(519)745-2364 Toll Free Dealer Fax: (8CO25-7051
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WKQX-FM, Chicago

Thr imaoino nobehlt-tiors ctudin is contorod around thr nnw not tho rankolo

operations center. Computer floor-
ing was used to make installation
easier and faster.
The main production studio

serves the bulk of the station's pro-
duction needs. It is set up in a tradi-
tional radio studio layout, with
additional space for extra equip-
ment that may be needed on occa-
sion. The secondary production
studio is primarily used for the sta-
tion's imaging needs with promos
and liners. This studio is centered
around a DAW with a Mackie 24.8
mixer to the side.

The Lava Lamp Love Lounge is
a live performance space that mea-
sures 24 feet by 21 feet.The morn-
ing show regularly has perform-
ers as guests, and this space al-
lows them to perform live on the
air.The morning show production
studio serves as the control room
for the Lounge.
There are two consoles in this

control room. The Mackie 24.8 is
used for live performances. The

Test Drive the world's best POTS Codec
Technology at the Tieline

Booth L3323, Radio Hall, NAB 2002
Experience Unrivalled Stability Superior Sound Unique Remote Controllability

Commander
The Commander offers features that are still on
our competitors' wish lists with optional ISDN
and data upgrade capability delivering a new
level of freedom and

confidence to your
broadcasts.

i-Mix
The Tieline i-Mix is a fully optioned 5 input

remote mixer with a built in 15kHz POTS

codec, with optional ISDN upgrade, wireless

compatibility and data broadcasting capa-

bility. The i-Mix is without a doubt the

sportscasters dream machine!

If you only visit one stand - make sure it's Tieline
Tieline Technology (America) - 5555 N. Tacoma Ave., N101. Indianapolis,
IN 46220-3547 Ph: (317) 259-8000 Fax (317) 259-8040. email: sales®tieline.com www.tieline.com

Patriot
The new Tieline Patriot "POTS only" codec

delivers incredible 15kHz audio over a stan-

dard telephone line with unrivalled stable

connections thanks to Tieline's precision

modem technology.

( anon, igens ,
Markeipaata 111

Tielindn
CODEC SOLUTIONS
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The morning show production studio is also the control
room for the live performance studio.

Lounge has junction -box input panels, which feed the
Mackie mixer through a patch bay.

AWheatstone A-6000 in this room serves as the backup on -air
console and production console for the morning show.

In control
When you enter the control room, you will likely first notice

the great number of guest microphones;
there are eight of them.The morning show
routinely uses this many mics each day,
sometime doubling up on their use.

All terminations from the console and
rack room are made in a rack in the studio.
All processing and phone system equip-
ment was installed in a locked rack.This
rack is near one corner of the air studio In
some production rooms, this rack is built
into the furniture.

The morning show also has a syndicated
TV show The cameras placed in the air
studio were placed in such a way as to
maintain the radio feel.

Looking into the control room are the
telephone screener room and the news
room, a small studio with some basic
editing and news preparation functions.

Scott Studios provided the audio storage
and playback system. The station chose
Scott because the system could be config-
ured to the needs of the station and the
Mancow Morning Madhouse show. In
addition, Scott created special sets of Hot
Keys with larger labels that can be read
from a greater distance or without glasses
for some of the operators.

In the photos you can see several cart
machines have been installed in various
studios. These typically see use only dur-
ing or for the morning show There are
nearly 2,000 carts available for use on air.
Like any method developed to handle a
large number of audio files, converting this
entire library to the hard storage and play-
back system would take some time, not to
mention introduce a completely new way
of filing and retrieval. Converting it all in
one motion was not practical. It is slowly
being converted.

With all the computer CPUs in the TOC,
Cybex extenders were used to extend
the monitor, keyboard and mouse con-
trols. All the computers are industrial,
rackmount versions with hot-swappable
power supplies.

The SAS router handles most of the
facility's audio routing needs.Each studio
has a demarc point in the rack where

The Power to Move Ahead

.11r.

aft - "".

W th the fostmoving, conpet ive nature of this business, you need
equipment 11-t can smcxxhiy gears with yo.. Logitek digital coludes
ha'e the fl,ac.blity to meet o your programniig requirements and our
sleek_ srno:..-ti styling to studios into eleczint showrooms. Ever
bete-, iou II fire our prices day attractive. For wore information, cct
us al -free =t 8 DO 231_587C. lagitek - Digitce With a Better Differelle
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WKQX-FM, Chicago

The live performance studio is formally known as the Lava Lamp Love Lounge.

cables are terminated using
QCP blocks.

The rack room houses the
on -air operations equipment
and the office computer net-
work. Sensitive equipment is on
a UPS, and a generator covers
the technical centers, studios and
computer networks.

There is a closed-circuit video
system installed through the fa-
cility to smooth operations
between studios. Each studio
has a camera covering the stu-
dio. Each camera feeds a video
modulator,which is then mixed
into the in-house cable system.
By changing the channel on any
TV monitor, studio personnel
can see what is happening in
any otherstudio.

Photos: Large control room open-
ing and lobby: ©2001 Anthony
May. Courtesy of Ratio Architects.
All other photos courtesy of RAM
Broadcast Systems.

WKQX, Chicago, chose
Scott Studios'. SS32 for
g pioi 's DIVA System

"We chose Scott because the SS32 System is really customizable. We have some
unique needs due to our [Mancow] morning show. We had all the manufacturers
in here for demos and everyone let us try their systems out. Scott was the only one
that gave us everything our jocks needed to do their jobs.
"The learning curve for Scott's SS32 was very short. Our jocks and production
people picked up on it quickly and were nearly experts within 10 minutes.
"Installation went smoothly. It was really a seamless integration. SS32 operations
have been rock solid." Joel Hodroff. Chief Engineer, WKQX, Chicago

Scott Studios is proud to provide Emmis' digital audio systems
in Chicago, Los Angeles, St. Louis and Terre Haute'

Scar Secti 1 -888 -GET SCOTT
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Equipment Ust
Wheatstone A-6000 consoles
Ward -Beck POD1
Telos Zephyr
Technics SLP-1200 turntable
Tascam 122MKIII cassette decks
Symetrix 528E mic processors
Shure SM-7A mics
Shure KSM32 mics
Scott Studios workstations
SAS64000 routing switcher
SAS32000 intercom'IFB system
RAM wire and cable
RAM studio furniture
RAM EM1930 Equipment racks
RAM A DA210A DAs
Panasonic SV4100 DATs
Mackie 24.8 mixer w/bridge
Mackie 24.4 mixer
IBL 4412 monitors
ITC Delta
ITC 99B
GentnerTS612-12 phone systems
Eventide BD500 profanity delays
ESE master clock system
Denon DN-961FA CD players
Denon DN951-FA CD players
DBX1066 compressor/limiters
Crown D75 power amps
Conex AS -110 audio switchers
Burk LX -1 switcher
360 Systems ShortCuts

Scott system details
Air studio
108GB Hot Swap RAID 5+1 array

plus parity and hot swap drives
Two 15" LCD flat panel touch -

screens for the host and co -host
Phone recorder with waveform

editing
Audio preview to cue speaker
Ten cart walls for instant requests
30 sets of 30 hot keys for instant

play remote broadcast control
Diagnostics package by modem

or over Internet

Production studios
Scott TLC CD Ripper
Sound Forge
9GB hard drive

Image production studio
Wet Voice Tracker

Morning Show production
full backup air studio with

54GB drives

TOC
NT file server with 144GB storage

on two drives

Program director's office
Scott TLC CD ripper

More photos online
See more photos of Q101, including

details of the technical operations center,
more views of the Lava Lamp Love

Lounge, and add tional perspectives of
the studios in the Studio Spotlight at

www.beradio.com.

airlii11721D  MILLENIUM CONSOLES
601 Heron Drive, Bridgeport. New lersey 08054
(856) 467.8000 voce (856) 467-3044 fax wwwxadiosystc ms.com

SMART CHOICE

at EXCELLENT VALUE
The bottom line is that Millenium consoles work because their
performance, look and sound present the best console value around.

PROVEN
Over 500 broadcasters use more than 3000 Millenium and RS series consoles
to stay on the air every day. Most users who have bought one of our consoles
bought another.

FULL FEATURED
You can buy options for a Radio Systems console - but you don't have to! From full
remote control to complete monitoring, Millenium consoles work right out of the box!

GREAT LOOKS
Millenium consoles are beautifully styled with glowing soft -touch keypads and rich
mahogany side -panels. And, owners can even inexpensively update their older
consoles to a Millenium model.

(IGUARANTEED
Our consoles come with the best warranty in the business with 2 -year no charge
overnight parts delivery to keep you on tie air.

IlEASY INSTALLATION
Make an afternoon out of installing your next console - not a career! These boards
almost seem to wire and install themselves.

(ISUPERB ENGINEERING
I boards have the low noise and distortion specs that you need to compete with
digital alternatives. And full DC control and modular construction keeps the perfor-
mance clean and repairs a snap for the life of the console.
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1MIr TRENDS IN
ECHNOLOGY

:11J
he term router has multiple definitions, referring to the interface

between a LAN and the Internet, a tool used to smooth and round the
edges of a surface, or a piece of equipment used to transport analog or

digital audio from one place to another.We're interested in the last definition.

The Klotz Vadis audio routing frames at WCBS-AM, New York.

By Conrad Trautmann, CPBE

Beyond distribution

amplifiers and patch bays

and into the dynamic signal

switching capability.

Surprisingly,there are many different companies man-
ufacturing audio routers. Depending on your applica-
tion, there are few different styles of routers to choose
from in varying price ranges.There are three different
categories of router design, though some of these do
cross over into all of the categories.The first type is the
facility router:Die second is a stand-alone orsmall cross -
point switcher, usually smaller than a facility router and
used in a studio.The third is what seems to be a trend in
studio console design where the audio mainframe of a
console can be linked to that of another, creating an
audio routing system.

Let's first talk about what most people think of as a
traditional router.A facility router or mainframe router
is used to get an input or a source to some output or
destination. Sierra Automated Systems (SAS) and
Wheatstone are popular manufacturers of this variety.
In a large radio facility, this type of router can be most
helpful.The router is most often mounted in the rack
MOM where sources can be wired to the inputs.Then,
outputs are wired to individual studios where a remote
control head is mounted, allowing an operator to select
the source he wishes. In an air studio for instance,
common sources on a router would most likely in-
clude anything that comes into the building as a
remote: traffic,weather, a sporting arena or even other
studios. A router can be a lifesaver in a busy facility
when there are more inputs needed than a studio
console can accommodate on its own. It can also save
wiring labor each time a source changes, only requir-
ing the single input to the router to be changed for it to
be available anywhere an output of the router is wired.
In a large facility like a radio network or multiple station
facility with the number of sources and destinations
exceeding what could easily be wired through patch
bays and cross connects, a router is a necessity. It can
help save space as well, especially in a large facility
where space is limited.
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YOU NEED THE NEW APHEX 2020MKI I I AUDIO PROCESSOR
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Settling for flabby, undefined bass? Buried, clouded, mids? Shrill, annoying high end
that you just can't tune out of your current processor? Is your only comfort that some of
your neighbors on the dial sound as bad cr worse than you do? Then it's time to step up to
the new Aphex 2020MkIII.

Radically new processing algorithms and circuitry bring even greater loudness while maintain-
ing clarity and musicality. The bass is tight, deep and resonant, the mids are detailed and kr-
ward, and the highs are open and natural. The 2020Mklll is so powerful, yet sc clean, it is
the only "broadcast" processor used in wcrld class post production and mastering facilities.

With an extensive range of useful controls you can readily achieve your own ur ique sonic
signature ....a sound that you'll never want to get rid of.

Call us today to audition the new 2020MkIll at you- station.

APHEXSYSTEMS
Improving the way the world soundem
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 31352 U.S.A
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 wwvw.aphex.ccrr.

Apher. is a registered trademark of Aphex Systems
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Facility routers are designed to be the
center of a facility's signal flow and are
accessed through many different types
of controllers.

Facility routers usually start in
larger configurations, such as 32x32,
and can expand from there. This means
that the router has 32 source inputs and 32 destina-
tion outputs. Most routers of this size offer configu-
ration software that is flexible, allowing you to join
inputs and outputs for stereo operation. The soft-

ware can allow multiple users to access the same sources at
the same time or restrict the usage if you choose to.A single
remote control head can be set to route any inputs to any
outputs (commonly called an X/Y head), giving you full
control of every source to every destination (e.g. for a radio
network), Dr can be restricted to access all sources to a single
destination (e.g. fora single studio). Serial ports on the router
can accept external commands from other systems to auto-
mate switching of inputs to outputs. Most automation and
digital audio delivery systems offer external control com-

mands in an RS -232 or 422 serial format to
do just that.

Most facility routers func-
tion in the digital domain.
This also offers quite a bit
of flexibilitydepending on
the input and output
cards you purchase. You
can continue to use an
analogsource if you need

to, or purchase digital I/O cards to
bring your AES signals in direct. Time division mul-

tiplexing is used by most digital routing manufacturers to allow you
to synchronize external devices to the router to keep signals in
synch with each other,sim ilar to the way television times their video
signals. It helps prevent clicks and pops during a switch.

you need
Dependable

Broadcast Software
you can count on

You have more important business than worrying if your
broadcast automation software is working So why devote
your valuable time and resources trying to reinvent the
same hassle free experience OMTs iMediaTouch is known
for? After al, we have been developing broadcast automation
software that radio stations have trusted since 1984

With a host of automation features designed to save both
time and resources without breaking the bank, our 'Media
software family has received multiple industry awards for
innovation Maybe that's why over 400 radio stations around
the world choose OMT for their broadcast automation
software Why not join them?

In the broadcast industry, you can't afford to divert your
attention away from dnving your business But you can afford
iMediaTouch, and we're lust a call away 1-888-665-0501

iMediaTouch broadcast automation software
Completely dependable Completely affordable

Visit www.omt.net/dependable for a free demo

because you
have a

Radio Station
to run

MB§
Booth X L1916

today's
broadcast

ht:

edia ri I

ISIVOOMMAWWmitionSoftwarp
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Integration of the
router and a facility's

consoles is a recent
evolution of the

technology. Shown
here are two examples

of audio engines from
Computer Concepts and

Logitek.

More features,
more functions

One of the more recent devel-
opments in these routers is the
ability to split an AES signal into discrete
left and right signals in the router. An AES
signal is usually a composite signal (left
and right combined into a single AES
stream), and in older -style digital routers
was switched from place to place as a
complete signal. Now,companies such as
Lighthouse Digital Systems can split the
digital composite signal within the router.
This allows you to send the left portion of
an AES signal to a different destination
than the right if you so choose.

Because digital signals require more
bandwidth than analog signals and
require a timing reference, these signals
are not all that different from a video signal.
The benefit of this is that you'll find com-
panies that traditionally market theirequip-
ment towards video routing and switch-
ing who also have products to route dig-
ital and analog audio. So when you're
looking at possibly purchasing a new
facility router, don't rule out looking at
companies like Leitch, Philipsand Chyron
to provide the right solution for radio.
Trilogy Corporation manufactures a facil-
ity router that also has intercom heads that
integrate the intercom and sources
together. In an example of another trend,
Trilogy is testing its transmitting voice-
over-IP which uses a dedicated Internet
connection to connect intercomsor router
heads via a remote Internet connection.

Now that we've covered large facility
routers, it leads us to the trend of hybrid
audio consoles/router systems. Audio
mixing console manufacturers are creat-
ing systems that provide a multiple solu-
tion product.

Ten years ago, it wasn't unusual to see
console manufactures providing a panel
that fit into their consoles that interfaced
directly to a facility router. Let's take that
idea one step further and make the entire
console interface with an external frame
of its own that acts as a router. When you
consider the function of an audio mixer,it
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So check this out -
Instant Replay puts 1,000 of your
favorite noises right in front of you,

ready for instant playback. No
other audio player makes it
so easy to be spontaneous
and creative. It's fast, it's
easy, and it's fun. Here's

the deal. One Instant
Replay can store over
24 hours of stereo sound.

That's 24 hours of sound
effect s, spots, promos, even

entire songs - anything - and
you can play any of them back
instantly by pressing one of 50 Hot
Keys! There's no need for training. It's
self-contained and works right out of
the box -just push the buttons and go!

Come visit us at
NAB!

Booth# L2034.

Log on
Now with Editing!

3GOSISNMS.00111.
Phone (8181991-0360

Fax (8181991-1360
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Stand-alone devices can switch a few sources at a time. Some of these units can be linked or controlled remotely.

is in effect a small, manual router. Allow those
console frames to talk to other frames and you can
build a system based on a station's individual
needs. You have a facility router that interfaces
directly to all consoles in the station. The console
acts as the ultimate in router remote control.Wheat-
stone, Logitek and Klotz are companies that are
building systems to do this. Telos Systems has
designed a control surface that can be interfaced to
an SAS facility router (and others, but we'll look at
this in a moment) and in effect does the same thing.

With thisconcept, you can start off small, building
maybe one studio at a time, and once you've

outfitted a few studios with the same type of equipment, you can link
them together,accessing any source to any destination.Linking can
be done with CATS cable or fiber interconnects. All of this equip-
ment is totally configurable to what you need.

ComputerConcepts has moved even a step ahead of that, creating
Epicenter.This is a facility router that can use an audio console as
the router control surface or uses their software -based digital audio
delivery system as the controller. Telos' new control surface will
work with Epicenter,as will most of the Logitek models of consoles.
Or it can be a combination of both. In addition, Epicenter can mix
multiple audio formats and sample rates and mix multiple inputs
to a single output.You can also add digital effects processing to the
audio through Epicenter such as compression, limiting or delay.

AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOAD AT:

S

DIGILINK-FREE

Live On Air & Automation Software

 Fully Featured - High Powered

1 WEEK PLAY SCHEDULE

T,med Record Schedule for News

1

Uses Standard PC Sound

r r r
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Sized to At the need
Final ly,there are many companies that make small routers that can

be used in a stand-alone environment such as a studio.They are
sometimes called cross -point switchers.These can be 16x1, 16x2,
8x2,etc.These will most commonly be found in -studio and used to
solve some problem, such as running out of inputs on an audio
console.You might also use it in a studio that is automating a record
in a digital audio delivery system. Most can be addressed using a
serial connection. Broadcast Tools has a few different models that
are designed for such applications.They can be handy in a studio
with a digital audio workstation used for production to route
different sources into the editor like a CD
player or minidisk machine. Some other
companies that make these types of rout-
ers include Symetrix,Yamaha, and Henry
Engineering. In some cases, depending on
the manufacturer, these smaller routers
also have an interconnect feature that
allows them to talk to others of the same
brand, adding expansion capability.
Some of the things to look for when

purchasing a router should include:
 Does it fit my application? Identify what

you are trying to accomplish before doing
anything else.

 Does it talk to other equipment (open
architecture), or is it a closed system?

 How easy is it to program (user soft-
ware), and how versatile is it (can it do
everything I need it to)?

 What type of security does it have (to
prevent users from accessing things they
shouldn't, such as switching an on -air
channel by accident or restricting access
to certain inputs and outputs)?

 Does it offer the featuresyou need, such
as the type of remote control head or the
ability to split an AES signal or digital signal
processing?

 Can it be expanded? With just cards or
are more frames needed? What's the max-
imum it can expand to?

 What type of redundancy does it offer?
Multiple CPU control cards, dual powersup-
plies, the ability tosave the database to a file?

 Can it interface to an intercom system or
provide IFB?

 Can it work over the Internet? (TCP/IP
control or transmission)?

As you can see, there are many different
types of routers to choose from. If you plan
to start from the ground up or simply re-
build a single studio, there are some deci-
sions to be made.The good news is that no
matter what you decide to do,there is most
likely a good solution out there for you. 1

Trautmann is senior vice president of engi-
neering for Westwood One Radio Networks,
New York.

A complete I istir-gpf audio
routing and switchog
equipment manufacturers is
adailable online. Co to this
story at www.ber3c1 o.com
aid chick on Marlaplace in
the article index.

NOW, a digital exci
that does what all digi

exciters should do.
The new /Xi dgadigittl FM exciter fr3m 3roadast

Electronics is the first exciter to offer all of the following in a s ngle
package, and all of it as standard equipiient:

Accepts all uf the followir g inpu-s:

 Composite
 AES/EIU
 Mono
 Left and Right analog

Automatically switches between inputs

All operational parameter; programmzble

full color front panel screen

Fully IBOC compatible: Mows for lost level
combining irnplementatiots without ti e use of

second exciter or costly external combiners

and filters.

Thu I ilesa in a long line oi nnuvative FN exciters from Brcadcast Elec
A 250 watt version is also avai able.

www.bdcast.com

f
(883) 232-3268

02002 Broaka.I 1.eirortics, In,. the eithiem is a rtIm.14.rivi thlem.i

t'
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How It Works

Listener -customized webcasting
By Kevin Nose

Player server with
user database

Scheduler

ntemet-audio streaming is evolving dispar-
ately from the traditional radio broadcast
model as computer -domain opportunities
increase. Allowing the end user to interact
with the content of an online experience is
one such opportunityand this interaction is
definitely making its mark in webcasting.

Browsing websites has always been inter-
active to some degree. Following links from
page to page requires user input. However,
it isn't until the user can send more informa-
tion that content -based interaction becomes

Audio
Server

Stream source

Stream source

Stream source

Stream source

Player

-.40. User feedback/control

-.110. Information to user

Jille Audio to user

Status

( imtnd

Figure 1. Customizable webcast among various streams.

possible. A good example of this
would be with a search engine.

Online services such as bank-
ing, shopping or gaming have
even more interaction. These
services require the ability
to uniquely identify each remote
user in a way that lasts between
online sessions, unlike the generic
search engine example. Preferenc-
es that influence how the service
operates can now be set once and
remembered indefinitely From the
user's perspective, the Internet
experience becomes customized
at the cost of anonymity.

Looking specifically at streaming audio
services, Figure 1 shows one possible ai
rangement. The player application or Web
browser becomes assnc iated with a specific
user at the start of a session with a unique
userlD. From there,the player is automatically

configured and connected to the appropriate audio server.
The user listens to one of any number of preselected favorite
streams, while the webcasting system uses the information
and user feedback paths to provide additional non -audio
content to,or acquire feedback from, the listener.lt is impor-
tant to note that the blocks of the webcasting system
represent functionality, and that real -world implementa-
tions may use any number of computers or other dedicat-
ed hardware to create the full system. Spinner and Live365
use this approach.

The webcasting system in Figure 2 uses a slightly different
arrangement. The listener has a feedback path that extends

all the way back to the scheduler logic, which is able to
generate and update a unique playlist for that listener.
Again, it is important here that the webcasting system has
a user database because each listener's profile must also
include scheduler -related preferences in addition to
operational preferences. Unlike Figure 1, the audioserver
here will be generating a unique webcast for each listener
in an almost on -demand capacity. One company imple-
menting this method is RCS.

In either system it is important to acquire the proper
licensing permissions and pay the appropriate royalty
fees to the copyright owners for any program material
that is webcast.Currently,a statutory license exists under
the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) to cover
webcasting systems, although it provides a number of

- )10. r r, c(lbo, A.r mond

) 11111. Information to user

-Die Audio to user

Status

antrum

Figure 2. Customizable webcast within a single dream.

constraints that a listener -customizable service could eas-
ily violate.The constraint of most interest here is that once
the content of an audio stream becomes interactive (as in
Figure 2) the DMCA license would no longer apply. It would
be up to the webcasting service to acquire individual
license agreements from each copyright holder (the record
companies).
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Nose is president of NeoSonic Industries, Cleveland.
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Sut2ETiotz,BTo acicalt P ciact
FM Transmitters

All Power levels 20 watts to 30,000 watts
100% Solid State or Grounded Grid

Grounded Grid
Models Feature
 Solid State High

Performance Exciter
 Solid State Driver
 Ease of Installation
 Fast Delivery
 Motor Driven Tuning
 Complete Front Panel

Metering
 Low Pass Filter
 Soft Start Up
 Cost Effective Pricing
 Financing Available
 LED Read out on front

panel shows operating

Solid State FM Transmitters
Featuring the latest Cold Mos fett Design

Models range from 20 watts to 10,000 watts

20 watt Exciter 850.00
100 watt Transmitter 2,000.00
250 watt Transmitter 3,000.00
350 watt Stereo Transmitter 3,500.00
500 watt Transmitter 4,000.00

1,000 watt Transmitter 7,000.00
Many other models to choose from

Transmissions Line
Superior Broadcast Products offers a wide
range of transmission line and accessories

1/2 inch Foam Coax as low as
7/, inch Foam Coax as low as

1 5/8 inch Foam Coax as low as
2 '/4 inch Foam Coax as low as

$1.40 per foot
$3.50 per foot
$8.50 per foot

$12.00 per foot
Call for prices on other sizes

High Performance Digitally Synthesized FM Exciter

Studio to Transmitter Link
Frequency Agile Composite
Transmitter and Receiver

..
5

Both Transmitter and Receiver $3,500.00
Transmitter
10 watt output
Stereo or Mono
Full Metering
Two SCA inputs

Receiver
Active band pass filter
Full Metering
Fast Delivery
Two SCA outputs

One year limited warranty

FM Antennas
Power Levels from .500 to 20,000 watts per bay

One bay
Two bay
Four bay
Six bay

500 watt input
500 watt input
2,000 watt input
3,000 watt input

495.00
1,200.00
1,990.00
3,500.00

Broadband Medium Power
Two bay 3,000 watt input 2,400.00
Three bay 3,000 watt input 3,400.00
Three bay 10,000 watt input 4,000.00
Four bay 3,000 watt input 4,400.00
Four bay 10,000 watt input 4,800.00
Six bay 3,000 watt input 6,250.00
Six bay 10,000 watt input 7,000.00
Eight bay 0,000 watt input 9,500.00

Many other models and power levels

Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194 Preston Road. Suite 123-297  Dallas, TX 75248
Ph. 800/279-3326  Fax 800/644-5958 972/473-2577



New Products
By Jim Saladin
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ISDN codec
Telos Systems
Booth L 2251

  6 6 6 6 aiii
ZephyrZephyr Xstream: ISDN
transceiver includes MPEG AAC (Ad-
vanced Audio Coding), low -delay AAC-LD,
Layer II and Layer III audio coding. An
Ethernet port allows for streaming over IP
and also networked remote control.Avail-
able in a rack -mount version, rack -mount
version with mixer (MX), or portable ver-
sion with mixer (MXP). V.35/x21, Ethernet -
only or ISDN-only options are
also available.

216-241-7225; fax 216-241-4103

www.telos-systems.com; infoOtelos-systemstom

IBOC/DRM transmitters
Nautel
Booth L 2323

NDl d to XL60d: A new gener-
ation of solid-state AM trans-
mitters with power levels
from I kW to 60kW.Compat-
ible with the Digital Radio
Mondiale (DRM) and Ibiq-
uity IBOC digital transmis-
sionsystems.Theinterphase
pulse duration modulator
employs an ultra -linear ex-
tended -band filter. The
phase and amplitude lin-
earity of these transmitters
provide high symbol -to -
noise ratio when transmit-
ting the digitally encoded
signalTheNDId/ND5d and
XL12d/XL60d transmitters

provide direct interface with
the new NE IBOC Digital Exciter pro-

duced by Nautel under license from iBiq-
uity Digital Corporation.

207-947-8200; fax 207-947-3693

wmv.nautelain: infoOnauktcom

Database management
Netia Digital Audio
Booth L 1932
DBShare: A powerful automatic database access manage-
ment device that centralizes all connections, meaning that
however many workstations connect to the server, DB-
Share remains the only link between them and the data-
base, lessening traffic with the server. The system secures
data redundantly by feeding main and backup databases,
automatically restored failed databases and is a statistical
analysis tool, providing centralizes all connections, mean-
ing that however many workstations connect to the server,
DBShare remains the only link between them and the
database.The role of this new device is to optimize connec-
tion and lessen much of the traffic with the server.

973-364-7511; fax 973-364-7522; vninv.netia.fr

Digital matrix mixer
Gentner/Clear One
Booth L 13760
PSR1212: A highly -advanced 12x12 digital matrix mixer
with audio processing. The PSR1212 uses an internal
macro language and 32 user -definable presets to adapt to
a variety of sound reinforcement and room -combining
applications in auditoriums, stadiums, theatres, gymnasi-
ums, hotel/convention centers, conference rooms, training
rooms and boardrooms.The PSR1212 facilitates local and
remote PC setup and diagnostics, logic outputs, and gated

microphone operation. Microphone inputs can be indi-
vidually customized to gate on and off as you wish, while
automatic gain control keeps the overall sound level
consistent. Input channels 1 through 8 can be configured
as an automatic microphone mixer. The Expansion Bus
network architecture allows up to eight PSR1212s and up
to 96 inputs, 96 outputs, and 64 microphones to be con-
trolled as if part of a single unit.

800-945-7130; fax 801-977-0087

bwm.gentnewam; bcastinfo@genumaan

Audio processor
IDT Impact Development
Booth L 1963
Digital Link Driver: Audio leveler for any stereo feed. It has
an AGC and a protection I imiterAccepts analog and digital
signal from 32- to 96kHz and has the necessary algorithms
to be totally compatible with a DVP

+33 472 18 1920; fax +33 472 18 19 21

wwwidt-kcom; mailaidt-fuom
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Microphones
Audio-Technica
Booth L 2115

40%

30 Series: Three models comprise the 30
Series: the AT3035 large -diaphragm side -
address cardioid condenser microphone,
and the AT3031 cardioid and AT3032 om-
nidirectional small -diaphragm condenser
microphones. The AT3035 has a fixed car-
dioid polar pattern and features a flat, ex-
tended frequency response (20Hz to
20kHz); SPL handling capability of 148dB
(158dB with the 10dB pad); and an element
yielding low self -noise (12dB SPL). The
AT3035 requiresl 1-52V phantom power
and has a switchable low -frequency roll -
off (at 80Hz, 12dB/octave). The AT3031
cardioid condenser and AT3032 omni con-
denser microphones offer a frequency
response of 30Hz to 20kHz; SPL handling
capability as high as 148dB(158dB with
thelOdB pad); 48V phantom power oper-
ation; and a switchable roll -off (at 80Hz,
12dB/octave).

330-686-2600; tax 330-686-0719

www.audio-technica.com: pro@atus.com

Rules Service Company
Booth L 1928
FCC Rules on CD -Rom: All the broadcast -
relevant FCC rules are available in various
packages are available. CD -Rom provides a
searchable method of verifying station com-
pliance in an easy -to -transport package.

301-424-9402; tax 301-762-7853

www.desertcom; ruleoneastarpoweinet

Nil New Sound Generation
...Would like to welcome the newestmember of the Mirrtrurrents fan-ily,

the Digilyzer DL1

Everyone needs a good listener
The Digily:er DL1 handles virtually all digital audio

formats ircluding ADAT up to 96<Hz sampling rate.

Simple and intuitive operation tp monitor, analyze

and troutleshoot any digital signal.

Together, the Minstruments comprehensively p-ovide

your audiD measurement solutions at an outstanding value.

Please look us up at:
New( s: Instruments (NTI), 3520 C-iffith St, St -Laurent, PQ, Cana is H4T 1A7

Tel (514) 314 5220  Toll free: 800 661 6388  canacliOnt-instuments.com  wwiv.nt-irstisments.com

Acoustics First®
Materials To Control Sound
And Eliminate Noise

The Art Diffuso
1.(0 The original, octeated, eai endec
1 range "b.nary array". Exclusive

angled tops scatter upper spectral reflections. Increases the apparent
acous-ic space and controls flutter. Class "A", thermoformed n-.odels are
now available from stock. Traditiona: wood verons are bui:t :o Drder.

Toll Free 1.888-7111-29110
Web: ht-p:/,'www.occcstics.fi:-3t.con-
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New Products
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Windows -based transmitter monitor
Burk Technology
Booth L 1923

AutoPilot 2: Using an intuitive Windows -based interface,AutoPilot 2 is enables stations
to monitor and control multiple Burk ARC -16 transmitter remote control systems.The new
version is a complete redesign of the original AutoPilot for Windows and boasts many
usability and reliability improvements. AutoPilot 2 can monitor and control a virtually
unlimited number of transmission sites from a single PC and create logs to record all

C111121=111=1 -ma

 ..
activity. Each ARC -16 -controlled site can be accessed by clicking on a tab on
the main screen, providing a meter view for all 16 channels. ARC -16s are easily
configured with AutoPilot 2's step-by-step setup wizard. Features powerful
scripting technology forautomation and unattended control. A wizard enables
the simple creation of routine scripts. Scripts can also be customized or created

from scratch using AutoPilot 2's Visual BASIC Script
(VBScript) editing capability.

800-255-8090; tax 978-486-0081; www.burk.com; conuol@burk.com

World Class FM Antennas
We at Armstrong constantly strive to bring you the best
RF products, the best 24/7 support and the best prices
...because you deserve nothing less!

That is why our FM antennas are designed to provide
maximum signal coverage and the ultimate in signal
penetration. Built to withstand even the bleakest
weather conditions, our bays are constructed of 100%
heavy-duty brass for long life and superior performance.

When you think antennas, Think Armstrong.
We're not just a transmitter company.

AARMSTRONG
Total RF Systems Solutions

Marcellus, NY Tel 315-673-1269 Fax 315-673-9972
:sales@arrnstrongtx.corn

FIVIA- 737

Available in numerous configura-
tions and power levels, including
directional patterns, at amazingly
competitive prices.

The RF People

Silicon ValleyPOWER
AMPLIFIERS

NAB2002 Radio Hall Booth L3209
See our growing product line

150 watts

300 watts

450 watts

600 watts

ENE
1000 watts

850 %%atts

1.200 %\ atts

1992 1 0 2002
years

1.500 watts

2.000 %%ail,

3.000

=
.om

(-=

unowl
Phone:- (408) 986 9700 e-mail:- sales(a,svpa.com

Fax:- (408) 986 1438 website www.svpa.com
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Multichannel transceiver
Audio Processing
Technology
Booth L 3243
El/TI: Offers end users a cost-effective,
low -delay, high audio -resolution alterna-
tive to existing technologies.The El/TI is
based around AFTsWorldNet codec range
and its introduction supplies broadcasters
with a feature -rich product that offers a 5ms
delay end to end.The El/TI also features
full duplex (bi-directional), analog and
AES/EBU inputs and outputs, 32kHz,
44.1kHz, 48kHz sampling frequencies, 3.1
sample -rate converter,ISDN back up,alarm
ports, RS -232 and remote control I/Os
and 16-, 20- and 24 -bit audio
resolution.44.1kHz, 48kHz sampling fre-
quencies,3.1 sample -rate converter,ISDN
back up, alarm ports, RS -232 and remote
control inputs and outputs and 16-, 20 -
and 24 -bit audio resolution.

323-463-2963: fax 323-463-8818

www.aptx.com: aptrnarketing@apu.com

24 -pair cable
Gepco International
Booth L 4929

552624GFC: Features an exacting 11012
impedance, lowjitter and attenuation, ease
of termination,and flexibil ity.Pair construc-
don consists of two stranded 26 -gage con-
ductors, foam polypropylene insulation,
100 percent foil shield with drain wire, and
a color coded and alphanumerically num-
bered PVC jacket. In addition, each pair
also features a non-conductive polyethyl-
ene rod that maintains the impedance,
lowers the capacitance, and provides struc-
tural integrity.The outer jacket is extruded
from Gepco's extra -flexible GEP-FLEX com-
pound, which remains extremely flexible
in both high or low temperature environ-
ments and provides superior abrasion re-
sistance and durability

800-966-0069: fax 841-195-8110

www (worn.= gepcnagepco.com

L

FM Simplified
"David -II" - $2000

A SIMPLE. YET REMARKABLY
COMPETITIVE PM
PROCESSOR/GENERATOR

Even 'Goliath' audio processing can't make you Number
One in your market. Market share is dictated by attention
to demographics anc selection of a format and air
personalities. Your station's 'signature' s not its 'sound:
it's embeddec in its r rogramming.

Each day. the world over, hundreds of "David -II- users
prove that a strong, clean. non-fatiguirg sound is the best
companion to successful programming. With rock -solid
PWM processing and digital -synthesis baseband coding.
"David -II" more than holds its own against complex and
far more expensive FM alternatives. Contact your
preferred supplier for a demo at your station.

  *0 *111 42., 11: 4.1;1710 Og

1.111.1

I novcDnics
1305 Fair Ave.  Santa Cruz. CA 95060
TEL: (831) 458-0552  FAX: (831) 458-0564
www.inovon.com  e-mail: info@inovon.com

1..9'5!'fS1

Try to control yourself...
Remote Facilities Controller

control transmitter from any telephone

8-64 channels of telemetry and control

programmable control by date and time

optional printer and modem adapters

programmable telemetry alarms

full -featured, affordable. reliable

integrated rack panel

Intelligent Rack Adapter

parallel printer interface

internal modem for data

front panel status indicators

battery backed power supply

rack mountable chassis (1U)

Dual Channel Audio Failsafe

provides contact closure on loss of audio

adjustable from 7 seconds to 4.5 minutes

monitors two audio channels

integrated rack panel

cost-effective. reliable

i 4 Sine Sysfems,
nashville. :ennessee  615 228.3500 voice  615.227 2333 fax -on -demand  www.sinesystems.com
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AR- AND ENGINEERING COME TOGETHER..
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CREATIVE
STUDIO

TIONS

XACT Internet Radio Network
Production 3

Traditional
and Internet
Broadcast Studio
System Design
and Installation.

106(X) West 50th Avenue #5, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
(303)425-5004 fax: (303)425-5005

www.creativestudiosolutions.com

iRlIgmir amid

lr .
- . -

11.11.. I

The Smart and powerful Radio -
Automation System.
Ra Automation, think different !

Otary2OO systems lralervice today

ysiem to fit every budget

H Quality

Pcr7eggrwm-'wa's"""'"-nG-
Easy to use

CD Expandable by Plug Ins 1111
C' ..Single or Network systems

Internet. DAB and eCommerce ready

Windows 2000 / XP based

e Digigram or Soundblaster compatible

4r,
mediatto

www.meciatnn.com mediatron - Solutions for Broadcasters

Within the cell PAM BROADCAST SYSTEMS Phone: 800-779 7075 IntoQtramsyscol, uoln
For Car ade =a0 RAM BROADCAST SYSTEMS Phone: 705-7224425

New Products

System and file enhancements
Pristine Systems

Booth L 3255
RapidFire updates:
Four upgrades to the
RapidFire system. The
Audio File Manager util-
ity was designed for the
Windows user to trans-- fer and delete audio

.

files from several work-
stations (on -air and
production) at the
same time with a few

clicks of the mouse, eliminating the chore of single -file
deletion. Rapid.ini wizard is a friendly user interface with
easy -to -use menus that can be accessed with a mouse or
keyboard. The wizard will assist the user to modify the
many different settings for RapidFire The user interface was
created to help the user feel more comfortable in making
changes and help reduce the possibility of errors. Rapid -

Fire AutoBreaks and Liners wizard will assist Windows
users with customizing AutoBreaks and Liners formats for
each hour of the day based on the station's format. Helps
in scheduling end-of-hourand time -critical AutoBreaks for
joining a satellite feed, playing back-to-back music, run-
ning a live show or any combination of the three Audio
Drops Manager facilitates the process for the Windows
users in creating and managing jock profiles for unique
Audio Drop presets. Each DJ profile can store up to 90
audio drops for each of the 12 DJ profiles, for instant -play
back from the RapidFire main screen.

310-831-2234; fax 310-831-6287

wtwi.pristinelys.com; saks@pristinesys.com

Digital monitor
ATI
Booth L11435

DM200: Accepts loop-thru AES/EBU digi-
tal audio data
via 11051 XLR,
755/ BNC and
RCA connec-
tors. A 24 -bit,

96kHz D/A con-
verter feeds stereo

headphone drivers,
balanced audio line

outputs and a stereo LED meter. Input sample rates of 32,
44.1, 48, 82.2 and 96kHz are decoded and indicated with
a front -panel display. A dataVALID light indicates that there
have been no data or transmission errors.Bright,stereo,two
color LED meters are switchable to the D/A converter
output and indicate headroom down from OdBFS (the
digital maximum output of the D/A) in ten 3dB steps.The
meters also read the balanced line output level with 0dB
midscale equal to+4dBm output. Display ballistics are PPM
for optimum indication of audible peaks.

800-959-0301; fax 301-776-8117

wwwatiguys.comw sameatiouvs tom
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Remote pick-up
Energy -On ix
Booth L 3322
Roadcaster: Any of the assigned FCC fre-
quencies for broadcasters in the 150-
170MHz range as well as the 450-470MHz
range can be selected from its front -panel
display. The transmitter produces an out-
put power of 45W and this system has less
than one percent distortion over the fre-
quency range of 30Hz to 7.5kHz.Available
in both a portable and a rack version. As an
option, the transmitter and receivercan be
packaged together in one portable case to
provide duplex operation.

888-324-6649; fax 518-758-1476

mwi.enetgy-ankcom

eflef9Y-ollix@effei9raffixtom

Unattended
ISDN codec record....
Audio TX
Booth L 3205
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AudioTX Capture:At present,when news
reports, commercials or pre -produced
audio are sent to a radio station over
ISDN, someone has to be present in the
studio and take the feed. With AudioTX
Capture, the sender just dials the ISDN
number of the Capture system with their
current ISDN codec and it answers with
a polite greeting before recording the
audio digitally. The audio is then stored
in an on -screen inbox or can even be
instantly e -mailed to one or more people
in the organization or copied to a loca-
tion on the network.The software installs
on a standard Windows PC and answers
calls from virtually any ISDN codec di-
rectly and then records the audio re-
ceived to disk. Audio can be recorded in
MP2,MP3 or broadcast WAV formats suit-
able for import directly into most audio
editors and playout systems.These files
can also be played back in Capture or
using Windows Media Player.

+44 121 248 0200: fax +44 121 256 5109

twniaudtrifx.com; sales@auditic.com

Now You Can Have Higher Accuracy Plus Value

GPS MASTER CLOCK
& TIME CODE GENERATOR

Visit Us at NAB Booth# L5327.

1111M11111111111k

QUALITY STANDARD FEATURES:
 SMPTE/EBU, ESE, IRIG-B, ASCII Time Code Outputs  1PPS Output

 8 Satellite Tracking  Battery Back-up  GPS "Lock" Indicator
 Automatic Daylight Savings Time Correction  Time Zone Offset  Antenna

 45 nanosecond accuracy  3 Year Warranty  Plus More, for just $2495

AVAILABLE OPTIONS:
 Parallel BCD Output  1 KPPS  10MHz Output  220 VAC  12-35 VDC

 Video Inserter  Video Sync -Generator  Hourly contact closures

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone (310) 322-2136 Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

for state of the art
Expandable Transmitter
Control Systems.
as many as 8 transmitter sites
can be controlled in Real -Time
using A Mixture of RF-Manager,

DataLine & Data Works Systems

Ca// for All the Details !

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: wwwelecassoc.corn

New! PSA - 4570A
Spectrum Analyzer and

Display Monitor
#.89 

 -

IMO

iervcoms. new PSA-4570A allows the
optimum use of rack mount space in
mobile communication vehicles. In the
350-1450 MHz position, the PSA-4570A
displays L -Band satellite signals. With
precise center frequency tuning the PSA-
1570A enables quick satellite identifica-
tion and rapid antenna alignment. Soft -
rare selectable LNB frequency offsets
ad the operator to quickly identify tran-
wonders. With a flip of a switch you can
monitor the 50-90 MHz uplink exciter or
receiver IF frequencies with a resolution
bandwidth of 1 MHz or 300 KHz. The
PSA-4570A uses the la:est 1/4 VGA
cisplay and microprocessor technology.
Convenient function keys enable rapid
cption selection. Memory store and
race!l functions allow saving satellite
1`ootprints" for future evaluation. The
PSA-4570A comes with a 15 month
warranty.

AVCO 500 Soulhlake Blvd
R,chmond. VA 23236

www.avcomramsey.corn
(804) 794-2500 (804) 794-8284 Fax
email: sales@avcomramsey.com
Bnnging High Technology Down To Earth
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New Products

Antenna system
Shively Labs
Booth L 3004
lAD-FM: Cost-effective antenna for low -power IBOC conversion aimed at Class A and similar power stations.
Produces a digital IBOC signal using a separate antenna, but without requiring additional aperture. Does
not require a 10dBcoupler to inject signal onto the analog as is done with high-level combining.This means
the 90 percent loss to the digital signal and the 10 percent loss to the analog signal is avoided. Requires
no additional tower space as the unit allows the digital antenna to be mounted directly to the feedline of
the existing full -wave spaced antenna.Will not affect the tuning of the existing analog antenna.

888 SHIVELY; tax 207-647-8273; www.shively.corn; sales@shively.com

Portable CD recorder
Superscope/Marantz

CDR300: Designed for stand-alone portable recording, this professional CD recorder
offers the functionality of a professional tape recorder, while recording directly to
blank CD-R/RW media. Once finalized, recorded discs will play back in virtually
any CD player. For live recording, an internal mic is included, or external mic
attach to stereo XLR or mic/line inputs. A built-in speaker and headphone jack
allows recordings to be monitored. High and low EQ and high- and bandpass
filtering can be independently adjusted for each mic/line input in the preset menu.
48V phantom power is available for condenser microphones. The unit also
provides manual or automatic level control, limiter, and digital level meters.Track

titles can be added using CD -Text. RCA analog and digital S/PDIF I/O is provided on the rear panel.
A four -pin DC power input enables the CDR300 to be used with external gel -cell battery packs.

630-820-4800; fax 630-820-8103; www.superscope-marantzpro.com

your
signal

picture

sound

message

vision

reputation

as your
is Ortfbitod

cpco
CABLE, CONNECTORS,

ASSEMBLIES, PATCHBAYS,

PANELS & ACCESSORIES

1-800-966-0069 Www.gepco.com email: gepco@gepco.com

PATCH ME IN!"Th
Feed your mixer to
a bunch of stuff
with PATCHBOX!

PATCHBOX is a
"passive DA" tat
gives you 11 stereo
outputs! 5 balanced
and 6 unbalanced
outputs can feed
DATs, sound cards
tape decks, efx
loops, VCRs, dub
racks. XLR, 1/4", 
and RCA out-
puts can all be
used without in-eraction
or signal degradation.

only $195!
IN STOCK at all Henry Engineering d alers

For detailed info,
visit www.henry,eng.com
Tel: 626.355.3656
Fax: 626.355.0077

H E N RY

ENGINEERING
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New Products

Multiple processor system
TC Electronic
Booth L 3343
DB-8: Keep production simple and fast using the
stereo up -convert facility of DB-8. Disable up -
conversion when transmitting, leaving only loud-
ness control and limiting in the signal path.The
48 -bit processing of DB-8 ensures pristine audio quality under all
conditions. DB-8 features true loudness and ultiband processing,
consistent level control across programs and maximum speech
intelligibility:11re unit offers 8x mono,4x stereo and 5.1 combinations,and format conversion and flexible
routing.The DB-8 allows intersample accurate limiting for maximum sound quality from compression
codecs. In addition, DB-8 offers silent update delay adjustments in combination with other processing.

805-373-1828; fax 805-379-2648; www.tceledronic.com: infoftelectron,c.com

CO-
CO

ora.762. ,10.0

Systems upgrades
Jutel
Booth L20515
RadioMan 4.4: New features to be shown include a Web publishing tool to make all material available
online, wide character support for languages requiring wide character sets, a Remote -Controlled On -Air
Workstation module set up on any standard RadioMan 4.4 Program Planning workstation.On-Air clocks
can be followed without direct control to On-Air,and Newsroom Type Template Management to manage
the program templates as well as the daily programs with the same tool,called Line -Up Toolbox.There also
are new status indicators both for running orders and for audio items

+358-8-551 4801; fax +358-8-551 4810

www.rathoman.fi; sales@radiomad

MIN

Wid CLEARCHANNEL
Satellite Services

Your Total 24 Hour 7 Day a Week Uplink Downlink Solution

Services Include
C -Band, Ku Band, MCPC and SCPC

Backhaul Service
Domestic and International

24 x 7 Network Operation Ce"iter
Equipment Sales for both Uplink and Downlink Service
Professional Installation and Technical Support Service

Tel: 303-925-1708
Fax: 303-925-1714
email: cosssales@clearchannel.00m

Distribution For
A iacom

Baird
Broadcast Tools
Channel Master

Codan
Comtech Antenna

Comstream
Norsat

Pa iamax
Patriot

Prodelin
SieraCom
Starguide
Wegener

Clear Channel Satellite ie-vices
7042 S. Revere Pkwy., Suite 450

Englewood. CO 80112

4

the most reliablE digital asonation sstem

DON'T
FIGHT

IT...

E
o
L).

>. 40
cu

.c
u) CV. _

'OC1q

§ a?

 New Windows
Programs & Utilities

 Se habla espahol

JUST
BUY
IT!

NAB BOOTH #L3255
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New Products

:1©r EeIlly

OSS

7ant
.FM is a GREAT way to Build & Brand on the Power of the W

.FM is Catchy, Cool & Easy for Your listeners to Remember!

%LW ;11410, //If # 

toos.r.loali.fin CO !www.dotfm1
Tune In Your Own GREAT Sounding Web Address Today!

also offering. E
co

GO. www.dotz.cd

Coaxial Dynamics'

Line of Liquid/Air
Terminations are

quickly becoming the
industry standard for
testing, adjusting and

alignment of R.F.
Transmitters.

Liquid/Air Cooled
Loads are available to
handle requirements

from 600W to I2.5kW.

See us at NAB
Booth #L2137.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial©apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com = r 7(

L
VISA

Internet radio product
Loudeye (formerly encoding.com)
Loudeye Radio: Combines custom programming, syndi-
cation and ad insertion into a single package. Provides e-
tailers, portals and terrestrial radio stations with a custom -
branded Internet radio application, delivered as a com-
plete hosted service designed to extend a company's
brand and create new sources of revenue. Loudeye Radio
adapts proven elements from the terrestrial radio model
and enhances them with Internet -only capabilities. Loud -
eye Radio also provides custom music programming and
entertaining radio personalities; ad insertion and verifica-
tion, an experienced radio sales team to sell ad inventory
and generate incremental revenue; a customized, private -
labeled radio player with a call -to -action button to fully
extend brand and drive simultaneous point -of -purchase
opportunities; and a syndication engine to broaden audi-
ence reach.

206-832-4000; fax 206-832-4001; www.loudeyearn: info@loudeye.com

Microphones
Sabine
Booth L 2903
SWM-5000 series:Available in one -and two -channel mod-
els, these mics include Sabine's built-in Targeted Input

Processing: the FBX Feed-
back Exterminator, a com-

pressor/limiter and an intelli-

gent de-esserAlso included is Mic SuperModeling.A touch
of the front panel dial brings up a choice of several well-
known dynamic or condenser mic elements. In addition
to the added processing, the SWM-5000 series allows users
to save and recall up to 10 presets per channel on the
receiverAll front panel information issaved in each preset,
so custom settings can be retrieved for fast setups, or even
on -the -fly changes during the program. Series 5000 sys-
tems are available with handheld, lavalier, or headset
microphones.

800-6264394: fax 904-418-2001: www.sabine.com: sabine@sabine.com

Broadcast monitors
Belar
Booth L 2723
AMMA-2:The most recent addition to Belar's line ofWizard
broadcast monitors offers high performance, along with
full PC -based remote indication and control. Special me-
tering algorithms set at the front panel allow the AMMA-2
to monitor either conventional AM or controlled -carrier
transmissions with unprecedented accuracy. The DSP-
based monitor operates over both the medium and short-
wave bands with harmonic and IM distortion residuals
below 0.1 percent at all carrier frequencies, right up to 99
percent modulation.

610-681-5550; fax 610-681-2686: www.belar.com: salesabelam I
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Power
printed

beyond the
word.

We can connect you with

the exact buyers you're

looking for or bring you

the information you need

to win in today's markets.

Click or call today to

tap into the power of

Primedia Business.

PRIMEDIA
Business Magazines & Media
PrimediaBusiness.com



ART AND ENGINEERING COME TOGETHER...NANOAMP SERIES
Problem Solvers

DM200-DIGITAL MONITOR
D/AMETER-HEADPHONE-LINE OUT.

COMPACT -FIELD OR STUDIODESK OR RACK MOUNT

AES/EBU Digital Input Signals
*Sample Rates 27 to 96kHz
XLR, RCA and BNC Inputs
Loop-thru Inputs w/switchable terminations
*Transformer Isolated Inputs
24 Bit D/A Converter
'Headphone, Meter and Stereo Balanced
Line Outputs

UL & CE 24 VDC remote power supply

AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

Dedicatedtosound engsrenng
ATI.328W.MapleAvenueHoisham,PA 1904

800-959-0307.215-443-0330
Fax:215-443-0394

http://www.atiguyscom
12n.v I irochureAvailahle Upon Request

See us at NAB Booth #11435 in the Central Hall -C4

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

Longle)-Rice user 3-1) Terrain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create "real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice, PTP, FCC, Okumura & other
models using polygon map features.

 Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.

 'Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain databases...and more!

oft
IreillfUltrIFWVECIM
and LnginecItng ,onmtlting

800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com

CREATIVE
STUDIO

SOLUTIONS
INC

BROADCAST STUDIO
SYSTEMS

0

Traditional and Internet
Design/Engineering/Installation

0
Fully Tested Prior to Installation

0

Detailed Documentation
0

24/7 Support Hotline

10600 West 50th Avenue #5
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033

(303)425-5004
fax: (303)425-5005

www.creativestudiosolutions.com

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs ate
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

Web Site: wwss.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimg(a gorman-redlich.com

°Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

I:11 digitally tuned radios, remote siviboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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Transcom Corporation
AM 6 HD Transmitters

N kit our neu internet site at uuw.fntamty.com
Send your email request to: transcom a tmamtv.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufacturers. Let us send you a customized quote'

300W FM 1988 Hams FM -300K Solid State - Smglc Pharr
1KW FM 1981 Harris FM 1K Single Phase
1KW FM 1968 Harris FM 1H
2 4KW FM 1995 QEI Quantum Sohd State, Single Phase
2 5KW FM 1984 Harris FM 2 5K Single Phase

(r) 2 5KW FM 1980 Harris FM 2 5K Single Phase
Aoi 2 5KW FM 1979 Harris FM 2 5K
01 2 5KW FM 1976 Collins 831D Single Phase
IL 5KW FM 1992 Continental 815A
Fr 6KW FM 1994 Henry 6000D Single Phase

I OKW FM 1974 Harris FMIOH/K
- 15KW FM 1980 McMartin 13F15,000
- 20KW FM 1974 Harris FM2OH/K
 21 5KW FM 1989 Continental 816R -2B

25KW FM 1990 Continental 831G -2C
25KW FM 1980 CSIT-25F
30KW FM 1988 BE FM 30A
30KW FM 1988 BE FM 30A
30KW FM 1983 BE FM 30
50KW FM 1982 Hams Combiner w'auto
Combiner Exciter -transmitter switcher

EXCITERS, BE FX 30 & FX 50 Continental 802B
''..' Harris MX -15

,Iro 1KW AM 1982 Harris KIWI A
lal 5KW AM 2001 BE AM 5E 5KW AM 1980 Harris MW5A

A 1lar AtAI 1982
1982 Continental 316F

1 Hams MWIOA
1 OKW AM 1990 Nautel ND -I0 50KW AM 1978 Continental 317C-1

VetloniNTI
51

Monitor
/Hallikainen

tolstael.lypTl2t Cs\V-iA5R8emmovtRemove Control System

5 on, SCA Generator (MX -1.5 Module)()
Optimod 8100A (card 3 thru 9)
Dummy Load 1KW KW air-cooled
Dummy Load, 5 KW water cooled
Dummy Load 25KW air cooled
P.O. Box 26744 Elkins Park, PA 19027

800-441-8454 (215-938-7304) Fax 215-938-7361

FM Channel Study
Software for your PC
Ir=alsra

all 0. 106S.,

17 Leo*
 0.6 Plor

/666..I. Ma.
r V..6

0.arar 7;_ 1--

-0
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40 km

Actual
screen
shot of
rf Detective's
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an open
channel
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rfDetective-Pro uses FCC data that you can download for free!

Free job viewer can be downloaded from rfSoftware.com

rfDetective is incredibly powerful and packed with
features, yet is intuitive and easy for everyone to use.

Find out why you should be using rfDetective products!
Call us or visit us on the web at http://www.rfsoftware.com/

r f So ftware. c orn
(352) 337-2706 ' fax 367-1725

rJIria
Towers

Above the Rest

Monopoles
Guyed Towers

Self -Supporting Towers
Structural Analysis
Tower Reinforcing

Since 1943, ERI has provided
excellence in engineering,

reliability in service, and years
of manufacturing integrity.
Our past experience is
your future guarantee.

/alb*
Electronics Research, Inc.

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

812-925-6000 www.ERlinc.com

1.14111"Vii

ER

3
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O

Standard equipment
in all major AM

and SW transmitters

5
5
5

5

5
5
5
5

5
5

REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWIDTH
tot better sound.

 GROUNDED ANTENNA
for lighting & static electricity,

 ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS
in VHF & UHF antenna lines.

 BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

Also

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR
ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR AM

COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS,

POWER LINES, TANKS OR ANY METAL

STRUCTURE.

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

4001 La Plata Hwy
Farmington. NM 87401

TWO,

phone 505-327-5646 fax 505-325-1142

STUDIO FURNITURE?
WHAT YOUR LOOKING FOR -

IS PROBABLY AT

SPACEWISE

lir - Maw.

RADIAL DELUX AS SHOWN $4163!

FULL SIZED QUALITY WOODSHOP FURNITURE
ULTRA STURDY BASE COMPONENTS I
VA" THICK TOP COUNTERS I
MANY WOOD AND COLOR CHOICES
WE CUSTOMIZE TO FIT YOUR NEEDS
MOST ORDERS SHIPPED CRATED I

ALLTALK STUDIO AS SHOWN $4995!
PRODUCING GREAT BROADCAST FURNITURE

SYSTEMS IS THE ONLY THING WE DO,

"Quality Broadcast Furniture Systems
for Every Budget '"Thi

SPACEWISE
Call us at 800-775-3660

www.spacewise.corn  Info@spacewise.com

nautei
Supply the best engineered transmitters

Solid State AM and FM
Transmitters

FM: 3,500 to 40,000 Watts
AM: 1,000 to 300,000 Watts

Contact Nautel for more
information

E-mail: info@nautel.com
Phone: 207-947-8200
Fax: 207-947-3693

www.nautel.com

Visit us at NAB Booth #L2323

Lighthouse Digital Systems, Inc.
Routers with ATTITUDE

800-323-8289
 Analog Audio
 AES/EBU Tirnecode Machine Control
 MiNC:01
 I-1 C:0 -1-N/
 SIDI Video
 Analog Viclec,
 [Data Fiber Copper Hardware Control
 Software Contrc>I
 PLtAtc)r-n..-xt icm

Sundance Systems
Fibox Products Division

Fiber O. tic Links
 Analog Audio
 AES/E13LJ
 ICiata Multi or SingleMode Fiber

Transmission
 NJo Line Loss No Groung Loops
 Modular C:fesiigri

Easy Installation avec'
Field Setup

to

lA

11

ID

3

Fiber STL Links....Fiber Links Amoung Studios....
Satellite Uplinks/Downlinks....Remotes....Sporting

Events...
800-525-3443
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AcousticsFirst
OR A TION

The Transfusoi"
THE CLEAR

CHOICE IN DIFFUSION

- x410-- - --a_

11&:.4:11EilibrilLaftree:-` -r

Materials To Control Sound
And Eliminate Noise

Toll Free: 1-888-765-2900

www.acoustics£irst.com

/ for state of the art
Expandable Transmitter
Control Systems.
as many as 8 transmitter sites
can be controlled in Real -Time
using A Mixture of RF-Manager,
DataLine & Data Works Systems

Ca// for All the Detai/s !

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: wwwelecassoc.com I

Get A GREAT Sounding

Web .Address

with RADIO'S Name On It!

CO www.dot.fm

Telephone Solutions by CircultWerkes

The HC -3 Hybrid Telephone Autocoupler)
, Auto -connect and disconnect.
, LED Indicators for incoming rings /on-line status & power.
, Answers on user selectable number of rings
, Momentary or latching dry contacts at pickup.
, Simple. active hybrid with active. balanced. In/Out for

simultaneous send & recieve communications.
Remote connections include: aux relay closure. pickup -enable
remote pick up trigger. call end sink, & Ring I Online sink.
Optional ComboLok provides password security.

rv3r:cedin Cell Proress Decoct*,_ggeoloy.
I.- .1, p- 1111

Prwserrr

Call Progress Decoder
Waif

Automatically disconnects auto -answer
couplers and hybrids when phone calls are over.
Works with most analog ports and POTS lines.
Decodes standard dial and busy tones
CP-1 fits INSIDE CircuitWerkes boxes. The CP-2
(shown) can disconnect most analog couplers.

GET UP TO A DOZEN COUPLERS IN ONE CHASSIS

Auto-answeron user -set ring#and auto -disconnect.
2audio busses for n- ass feeds.
Individually card selectable buss or auxilliary audio I/O
The aux. audio jack is ideal for multiple IFB feeds, etc.
Momentary or latching dry contact outputs at pickup.
Remove & install cads without affecting the rest.
LED indicators for rirg. clipping power & online

2111111MIEP
The Telco -6 Ringer Interface

Accepts up to six independant telephone lines.
Each incoming ring closes the associated relay.
Each relay has twp sets of form "c" contacts.
All interface connections on screw terminals.

Call your favorite dealer or visit our web site for the latest info and downloadable tech manuals!
http://www.circuitwerkes.com (352) 335-6555 \\ fax 380-0230 "
CircultWerkes 3716 SW 3rd Place - Gainesville, FL 32607

nnnr-Inn
cw

U U L.1 L/ L/ U
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FACTORY REBATE ON COMREX PRODUCTS!

To get your $50:

1 Purchase a Comrex BlueBox, Matrix or Vector between April 1 2002
and June 30, 2002.

2. Return your completed warranty card and this coupon to Comrex.

3 Receive a check for $50.

4. If you have questions. call us at 800-237-1776

THERE'S NEVER BEEN A BETTER TIME TO BUY A CONMEX

$50

witiowRke,
Professional Audio & Video Cabling Products

WireLUX Line of Award Winning Cables
The "Incredible 1 Second Strip" Cables

-

1.2110 0

S)IIYD FROCUCT
CF THE TEAR

66666 111111:11

4111

The Ultimate Microphone Cable

424.,=.4riagt='
The Ideal Color -Coded Installation Cable

Luxurious Multi -Channel Cable

Wireworks Corporation
380 Hillside Avenue
Hillside, NJ 07205

1-800-642-9473
www.wireworks.com

Unlock the secret to
successful advertising
continuity is the key.
Inquire today about

frequency discounts.

Invest your
advertising dollars
where your
prospects invest
their time...

GET IN ON THE
GROUND FLOOR!

Radfo
1. RADIO TCMMOLOON, L.ADRR

Advertise in BE Radio's Gallery
Section and expose your products
and services to more then 31,500+
product buyers every issue.

Its easy ...

it's cost effective ...

and it's only a phone call away!

For more details, call Steven Bell
National Sales Director at 913-967-1848

Radlo
TH RDIO TRCNNOLOOV L 6

Jennifer Shafer
1-800-896-9939

Classified Advertising Manager

www.beradio.com
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Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable..

limmo rt,:wdelia0171?1,

800.327.6901
www.autogramcorp.com

LIGH

If 1,:ghtelhy str,:jes o yoar
tower are witzieg

evephieht damage air? IOSt
tide -the cos. cf a

Otati-Cat Og'teiff rncy be
recovered dwnha year first

lighterg season'

DABLE -- RUGGED

NING PROTECTION

provides a continuous, low -resistance discharge path far
the stab: electric charge or tall struc-ures. DISSIPATIO4
POINTS ARE 1/8" S-AINLESS STEEL RDDS (not wires)
ground o needle sharpness.

Corporatior, Inc.
Write or call toll -free for a free blochme!

P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-254e
Call 888-325-5336 FAX (505) 326-2337

Ratifo Classified
Professional Services

AppliedWireless,Inc
providing options

A

AppliedWireless

POBor926
NewMaket1y17217/4

tel. 301.865.1011
An.. 3011365.4422

KernMcNamatt erect met
swAycppleanIelretPresident& CEO

4006

''' BELT LINE: SUITE 160

ADDISON. TEXAS

; 15001

912/661 5222

env rbdg rim

RUSS BERGER DESIGN GROUP

RECORDING AND BIZOAKAST FAOP

AROIETEGUDIANTERIORS FOR KRIM(

 R0061KOUS1X5ANDSO,

NENSE ANDVIBRATION LW.

Why not run your
business card here?
Only $50 per insertion.
Frequency discounts available.

Call 800-896-9939

Structural Analysis

Css
L eCI 011ILS komdrch. Inc

7777 Gardrer Road
Chandler. IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
www.ERli lc corn

STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS

Eel Incorpotst.1
94I

D.L. MARKLEY
Associates. Inc.

CONSULTINGENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peona, Illinors61604

(309)673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128

Member AFCCE

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD '1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
TN°, :X: 8 8 8 -7 6 5 -2 9 0 0

Full prodLct line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Publications

WWW.RADIOSHOPPER.COM

New & Used Equipment
Engineering & Web Links
Publications & Catalogs

Parts & Services

get into gear
rtise y,- r p-odLc, o- serv.ce

the SE deo C'assilieds!
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Sion Off

Shaping radio today and tomorrow
By Chriss Scherer, editor

Do you remember?
The Cetec Sparta 603 and

605B were on display at
the NAB convention
in 1977. Both models
used a 3CX3000A7
tube in the final am-
plifier. The transmit-
ters boasted features
such as an automatic
power control, vacu-
um -variable capaci-
tors in the driver sec-
tion, a solid-state, di-
rect -FM 680 exciter
with automatic fre-
quency control, full
metering of important
parameters, tally light
fault locators and an
automatic recycle.
The 603 and 605B
were capable of 3kW

and 5kW respectively.
In and ad from 1977, Cet-

ec Sparta bragged that it was
the only transmitter manufacturer to make
both AM and FM solid-state transmitters.

Sample and Hold
A look at the technology shaping radio

DAB around the world

Source: The World DAB Forum, August 2001

That was then
This photo of the air studio for WTAQ-AM, LaGrange, IL,

appeared on the cover of Broadcast Engineering in Novem-
ber 1969. At 1300, the WTAQ call letters indicated that the
station served the "towns along the Q" The "Q" was the
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railroad.

The U-shaped layout was designed to handle both talk
shows and"standard DJ programs"as the article details.The
solid-state console (another bragging point for 1969) had
four pots, with inputs set up for six microphones, five
telephone lines, two turntables and a cart machine.

The walls were covered with 1/4" thick, veneer plywood,
perforated every 1/2".The space between the inner and out
walls was filled with fiberglass insulation.

A single cart machine was mounted in the cabinet just
behind the operator.A remote machine control box is to the
right of the console and the telephone line selector is on the
left. The two microphones are Electro-Voice 666 models.

Today, the station on 1300 is WRDZ.
Can you identify the console or the turntables? E-mail us at

beradio@primediabusiness.com and tell us what you think
they are.

View an online
product demo
whenever you
see this logo.
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BIG EASY
TECHLINE STUDIO FURNITURE

Easy to INSTALL
 machine -tapped rack rails
 built-in top and bottom ventilation
 removable doors
 punchblock enclosure available
 compatible with Wheatstone Wiremax System
 available with type 66 or Krone' blocks

Available options include
prewired punchblocks

Easy to AFFORD!

-FA RT
ly00

 modular design for variety of configurations
 both standup and sitdown heights
 above counter turret accessories
 fast installation
 generous wireways
 built-in levellers

OUR HIGH -STYLE
TECHLINE STUDIO FURNITURE
boasts uncompromising QUALITY tailored to the TIGHTEST
BUDGETS, with all the features a well -designed studio calls for.
A TRULY COST-EFFICIENT SOLUTION FOR YOUR NEXT STUDIO PROJECT!

Coriorcatioi--)
See us at NAB RADIO - Booth tt 1 118!

to 252-638-7000/fox 252635-4857/soles i v.'



DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER
 BI-DIRECTIONAL FIBEROPTIC OR CAT -5 INTERLOCATION CONNECTIVITY
 ALL DIGITAL DOMAIN AES SWITCHING
 ANALOG OR DIGITAL (AES SAMPLE RATE) INPUTS
 BOTH ANALOG AND AES DIGITAL OUTPUTS
 SERIAL CONTROL AND DISPLAY WITH WHEATSTONE CONSOLES

THE 2001 MAKES AUDIO NETWORKING PRACTICAL.
It's simple to install, easy to learn, and certain to reduce
system costs. Compact enough for small applications,
yet stackable for tremendous growth potential, it's de-
sign consists of 7"rackmount digital routing cages, each
capable of handling 512 simultaneous audio channels
on its backplane.

Units can be stacked to suit particular card comple-
ments (analog or digital input and output cards or optical
network cards) but more significantly cages can be
separated by great distances and network their audio
through either bidirectional fiberoptic links or a single
CAT -5 wire. ONE INTERCONNECT DOES IT ALL:
64 channels of simultaneous bidirectional digital audio,
intercage communication, X -Y controller commands plus
auxiliary RS -232 data streams. This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save
you tens if not hundreds of thousands of feet of wire in
a typical installation.

The 2001's graphic based setup software is intuitive
and easy to use, with all the authorization and security
levels you could want. And of course we have a full

complement of control panels and PC applications to
choose from-all designed for straightforward operation
and a rapid learning curve.

With 25 years of experience, Wheatstone has the
infrastructure in place to help you build your OWN
infrastructure. Contact us for answers.

MIXED SIGNAL SWITCHING is easily accomplished with a choice of AES
digital or ANALOG 24 -bit A>D input cards, and of course 24 -bit digital or
24 -bit D>A ANALOG output cards, all of which can be serviced from the
front of the cage. All signals are routed entirely in the digital domain.

1/1/1-7 c.)t Comor-c)t /or-)
fel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/sales@wheatstone.corn

www. wheatstone. corn
copyright 0 2001 by Wtoatetoner Co:potation
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